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EDITOR'S NOTE

By Tanja Porčnik*

After the decades-long global momentum toward constitutional democracy, we have seen its reversal in recent years as institutional and constitutional constraints on government have been weakened, and human rights have been afforded less protection. In addition, the coronavirus pandemic exigencies have put constitutional democracy to yet another test.

It is with great pleasure that I present Issue 7 of The Visio Journal which explores the grounds of concern with the resilience and robustness of constitutional democracy which has led scholars to speak of “democracy in retreat”, “democratic backsliding”, “democratic recession”, “democratic deconsolidation”, “constitutional retrogression”, “constitutional failure” and “constitutional rot”. The Journal features four papers analyzing the degree institutional and legal frameworks of liberal democracies are resilient to attacks on the rule of law, open society, and human rights.

In the first paper, Dr. Octavian-Dragomir Jora and Dr. Mihaela Iacob analyze the imprint of technological (r)evolutions on the concept of a social contract. With the lens of a political economist, they outline the core conceptions of the social contract theory and its intersection with political systems. They also investigate the impact of different waves of industrial or technological changes on social behavior and political processes. The authors conclude that “Industrial Revolution 4.0 favors the freedom of expression, the necessary yet not sufficient first layer of exercising political rights through political participation, coupled with the economic freedoms and economic means [...] The direct democracy 4.0 virtualization paves the way towards a new reality, with greater possibilities than ever to define, debate and redesign, from scratch, the social contract.”

Next, Dr. Athanasios Grammenos examines the engagement of religion with politics in cases where human rights were threatened. The research traces the normative causes for democracy’s alleged setback before analyzing the preposition for religion being a sustainable pillar of democratic tradition. The paper explores whether religion could support democracy in avoiding political mistakes and (re)gaining the trust of citizens. The author’s analysis determines that the most important conclusion is that “today the Church, as a living body, has displayed the ability to conform to democratic principles and serve the needs of modern society.”

Third, Admir Čavalić and Haris Delić study the state of populist policies and practices in practice in Serbia, Montenegro, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The authors find that “these policies are basically very similar - they are multi-year populist policies that trace their roots back to the 1990s and the breakup of the former Yugoslavia.” While strong institutions are
recognized as a solution for tackling populism, this path has an additional challenge in the Western Balkan countries where further EU integration seems to be perpetually being delayed.

Fourth, Constantinos Saravakos and Dr. Giorgos Archontas explore the relationship between institutions in 111 liberal democracies and the COVID-19 governments’ policy responses restricting fundamental individual and civil rights. The authors’ results suggest “that countries with a higher quality of liberal and democratic institutions restricted less the rights of their citizens regarding school and universities closures, the requirements to stay at home, and the closure of public transportation. Our results also indicate that countries with better quality of liberal and democratic institutions restricted fewer workplaces, public events, gatherings, internal movement, and international travel; however, the differences recorded in these areas, compared to the ones from the other Liberal Democracy groups, are not statistically significant.”

Finally, I recognize the generous contribution of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom for supporting the journal that is before you.

* Dr. Tanja Porčnik is President of Visio institut and editor of The Visio Journal.
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The Industrial Revolutionizing of the Social Contract: 4.0 Generation Prospects

By Octavian-Dragomir JORA* and Mihaela IACOB**

For a “materialistic” person, the social contract is a bizarre “mental” product, close to alien/UFO mythologies: many people complain that they found themselves speaking of it without ever seeing it; frustrating is that it is supposed to have been signed before being spoken of; on top of that, it was presumably sealed prior of being properly signed. Described (as well as prescribed) by generations of theorists as a (necessary) agreement between the ruled or between the ruled and their rulers, defining the rights/liberties and duties/obligations of each, the social contract is a functional fiction that maintains human society lawful and orderly. In addition to the stress tests (passed and failed, across times and territories) due to the vagaries of the human nature, the imprint of technological (r)evolutions on the social contract is intriguing. Does technology smoothen or rather sharpen the imbalanced positions of the “signatory parties”? What about enforceability? Or about legitimacy? The present paper delves into this techno-political topic with the lenses of the political economist. Firstly, an outline of the core conceptions regarding the social contract theory and its crossroads with the perspectives on direct versus representative democracy is made. At this very junction reside the assessments on both the righteousness and the practicality/efficiency of the social order. Secondly, the inquiry continues with surveying the impact of the waves of industrial/technological shifts upon the general social behaviour and related political processes. The main costs and benefits that economically digested technologies imposed on the democratic life are then noted. Thirdly, the analysis ends up with investigating the capacity of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, with its information processing and communication toolkit, not only to be more inclusive for the citizen, yet in weak democratic routines, but to reset and start anew an empowering social contract.

Key words: political philosophy, political economy, social contract, democracy, industrial revolution, efficiency.
Introduction: On the twin facets: homo techno-oeconomicus and zoon techno-politikon

The “egg-and-chicken” problem when, for instance, reasoning on and ruminating about the history-long and worldwide plethora of technological shifts/rifts/drifts and social/political/economic realities is secondary to a principal obviousness: these two dimensions of the human(e) existence are involved in a co-evolutionary relationship, implying mutual and bi-directional causes and effects. Hence, defining (or decreeing) the “technological” as the independent variable and the “socio-” as the dependent one, or maybe vice versa, solely provides the scholar with insights onto limited segments from what it is, yet, a continuum; but, for the scientist, understanding each and every modest and simple link gets her closer to the underpinnings of the mega-complex chains of events. Studying Industrial Revolutions’ (IR) imprint onto the functioning of polities is such a link, a compound of the chain of capturing the practical means which get us closer to our principled ends.

Problem statement. Our species' sociality comprises a mixture (and sometimes a messing-up) of political and economic considerations, among other issues. Themselves results of more or less fertile political and economic societal circumstances, the technological (r)evolutions strike back in political and economic matters. If the second imputation is much more common, as dealing with new productive (technological, organizational) methods prompts industry ahead of agriculture in jobs and fortunes creation, the first one is significant too. The very act of governance changed, with the extent of state involvement in economic policy ranging from the more classical-liberal, capitalistically-entrepreneurial takes in the Anglo-Saxon world to the proto-welfare-states springing in the continental Europe. Notably, each wave of Industrial Revolution got state agencies and public policies in even more direct contact with ordinary people. Yet the trend is far from being exhausted.

Research questions. This essay briefly surveys the accumulations in terms of major impacts coming from technological breakthroughs – embodied in the four (and counting?!) waves of Industrial Revolutions – on the broad soci(et)al fabric, with an explicit focus on the political sphere, as well as with the use of economic lenses. Although it draws upon popular historical retrospectives, and occasionally playing with prospective tools, the exposé is intendedly theoretical. It aims as sketching answers to questions such as: What can be noticed observed at the interplay between technology - politics - economics across epochs?; How much contractual any social contract really is and how technologies may improve this?; Is the representative type of democracy truly superior to the participative one?; Does the society of the Industrial Revolution 4.0 have the means (or the will!) to restore/install social contract's legitimacy via more participative democracy?

Research methods. Short of entering the debates pertaining to the philosophy of science, the authors are aware of (grosso modo) methodological disparity of social vs. natural
sciences and adopted, for this exploratory topic, a rather austere, qualitative, deductive route, than a luxurious, data-based, quantitative and empirical one. There has been found as an adequate (stricto sensu) methodological toolkit the one containing: a brief (praxeo)logical/deductive investigation of the coherence and consistence of some state-of-the-art arguments within the extant literature; a short scrutiny of both qualitative and quantitative historical records involving processes at the confluence of industrial revolutions with social phenomena, merely related to government issues; a terse attempt to demonstrate that, theoretically and practically, the evolutions in information technology and communications (IT&C) affairs shall contribute to more ethical and efficient social contracting.

Expected conclusions. An in-the-making research route such as this one has as much novelty as enduring common sense. Amid narratives that tend to associate technological arduous progress with the risk of dystopian abyss, this study is not intended to be a manifesto for re-reading and re-writing the more often than not unread and... unwritten social contracts, but it may well join one endeavour of such genre. After centuries (if not millennia) of attempting to demonstrate (bloodily a posteriori than peacefully a priori) that strong dictatorships and despotisms are worse than the most fragile democracy because of the degenerative/corruptive nature of (absolute!) power, it may be the ripe time for giving back the power to the people, though not in a socialist-revolutionary, but in a liberal-evolutionary way. The incoming “4.0 citizenry” has the wherewithal to be more participative (cutting down political middlemen) and genuinely contractual (cutting down political mythologies).

Generations of revolutions: On “the good” technologies, “the bad” politics and “the ugly” economics

Revolutions, irrespective of how large-scale, out-of-the-blue and severely-altering might look, could be regarded as caught in evolutionary sequences – that is they originate in other pre-existing types and their distinguishable differences come from modifications across successive generations. Or they may be seen as revolutionizing one another. By revolution we understand either an overturning of de facto patterns and delving into what lies ahead (this is the “modern” type of revolution) or a return to the original positions (the “traditional” type).

Even if a famed principle states that “natura non facit saltum” (“nature makes no leap”, dictum shared by Charles Darwin, a biologist, and Alfred Marshall, an economist) – human nature being included! –, the free-willed social character of human existence, based on exchanged and changeable ideas, allows for the idea of revolutions, in either evolutionary or revolutionary waves. Be they in technological ingenuities, political ideologies or economic/epistemological inquiries, such revolutions existed in their own right, whilst resonating mutually.
This is neither the moment nor the place for a thorough analysis of the interbreeding of technologies, politics and economics, yet a concise review of some illustrative and illuminating features of revolutionary episodes in the (r)evolutionary series of technological, political and economic changes may be of good use for the purpose of this essay. This might contribute to grasping, at least *prima facie*, what could not have been possible in an early epoch (practically/physically, or politically, or profitably) in terms of democratic exercise, but it might become in a not so distant future.

The choice of words tagging the three realms (inspired by the 1966 Italian epic spaghetti Western movie – *The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly*) is not scholarly, but it relies on pop wisdom. Etymologically, technology is a “discourse on the arts, both fine and applied” (Britannica), something inherently good. Politics, dealing with the distribution of power, is the “art of looking for trouble, finding it everywhere, diagnosing it incorrectly, and applying the wrong remedies” (Ernest Benn *apud* Spring, 1944, 31). And economics is the “dismal science” (Carlyle, 1849), disciplining us to live with the scarcity doom.

Figure 1. Waves of Technological, Political and Economic Revolutions

Source: Own representation.

Nota bene: The moments or periods associated with the beginnings of each breakthrough are mainly indicative. The tiers overlap and interplay in so many ways, while their consecution does not suggest causality.

*Industrial/Technological revolutions*

One common feature of all IRs was a visible change to human condition and social condi-
tions (Stearns, 2021). Even the pre-industrial, agrarian revolution laid the footing for society and, as humanity progressed from a hunting-gathering to a sedentary lifestyle, that gave way to basic urban settlements with centralised administration, bringing with it the visible stratification of human societies into classes. Then, the steam-powered IR 1.0 (1760s-1830s) saw the intense transformation of manufacturing processes that enabled mass production, rapid urbanisation and the prominence of a middle class of entrepreneurs. This tendency was further distinct in the electrically- (but also managerially-) powered IR 2.0 (1870s-1914), allowing for greater productivity, greater connectivity and greater globality in corporate affairs. The Digital Revolution, as the IR 3.0 (approx. 1960s-2000s) is usually recognized, transformed the role of information in society and shaped a new class of white collars, good at data mastery and digital machinery. As for the IR 4.0 (2000s-), it revolutionizes the previous wave of digital technology, with the development of artificial intelligence and machine learning, going forward towards nano-bio-technology and quantum computing, yet with assorted fears of transhumanist Frankenstein-type beasts and useless-class pariahs (Schwab, 2016; Johnson and Markey-Towler, 2020).

Mapping the very roots and reverberations of the Industrial Revolutions is not an easy task. One of the verdicts is quite striking: “the Great Enrichment was built on ideas, not capital” – where the “Great Enrichment” (McCloskey, 2016) is the process set in motion by the “Industrial Enlightenment” (Mokyr, 2013). Thus, if engineering and organizational innovations (i.e., the spinning jenny, the insurance undertaking etc.) plus those within in politics and society (i.e., the US Constitution, the British middle class etc.) are the visible pillars of our modern world, their deep foundations spur ultimately from a change in what Adam Smith (1759) once labelled as the “moral sentiment”. It implied an ideational change in economic/political rhetoric. In the great ABC of social systems’ flow, the Bourgeois Era (following the Aristocratic one, and interrupted by Communism) was that time in which merchants and entrepreneurs began to enjoy respect and admiration, being able to aspire to (at least in principle) the equally-accessible ranks of elites. They embodied the libertarian-egalitarian values of the new-born, loved and hated, “industrial society”.

Politico-Ideological revolutions
In a sense, technological disruptions were the by-product of liberating political idea(l)s and ideologies. They reinforced the former or usurped them, as technical progress spills over equally across the friends and foes of voluntarily cooperative society. Alas, political ideologies have a tumultuous course of their own (Weiss, 2019). The theorizers (and historians) of politico-ideological revolutions are more numerous than those concerned with techno-industrial problems and what unites the cohort is its astonishing heterogeneity, noticeable only by listing some of its “rock-stars”: Thomas Paine, Marie-Jean-Antoine-Nicolas de Caritat, marquis de Condorcet, Immanuel Kant, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Mikhail Bakunin, Karl Marx, Hannah Arendt, Michel Foucault. Belonging to democratic/republican, or authoritarian, or anarchist intellectual traditions, they produce an unset-
tled, polemic literature. When we streamline and simplify the approach, we may identify a typological trilogy of archetype revolutions (Patapievici, 2019): a right-wing one (the English Glorious Revolution, 1688), a left-wing one (the French Revolution, 1789) – having in mind the Burkean re-evaluation of the second one (of dissimulated artificial bondage), in the light of the first (of traditional natural bonds) –, and a centre one (1989 Revolution). Specifically, the 1989 moment is about centre/fused values: human rights, rule of law, open society, free trade, democracy, social market economy, *inter alia*.

Focusing on the intellectual representation of the government in the collective mindset, Micklethwait and Wooldridge (2015) proposed a three-and-a-half-staged revolutionary history of the state. The first came in the 17th century, with the nascence of the Leviathan-state (the allegedly lesser-evil response to the nastiness, brutality and brevity of man’s life in his imperfect “state of nature”, as decried by Hobbes; the offshoot was that nation-states grew up into trading empires, only to mature into entrepreneurial liberal democracies. The second one was brought by the joint forces of the American and French Revolutions, with the ancient regime’s “old corruption” giving place to meritocratic, accountable, limited, night-watch government. The third one contested the past competitive liberty in favour of a novel compassionate one, as the welfare state (or its degenerate communist mutant) provides for the education and health (or misery?!?) of the nation. And the (uncompleted) fourth piece, labelled by its detractors as a Thatcher-Reagan neoliberal spasm, temporarily delayed the aggrandizement of the state and privatized part of the stifling public monopolies. Fulfilling it implies cutting off individual-rights’ erosion (in the name of biased social grounds) and democratically lighten the state’s burden. Technology and economic spirit/activity seem ready to assist this task.

**Economic-conceptual revolutions**

The most political and politicized of all the social sciences, maybe more than even political science, economics (formerly, political economy) is also subject matter of a myriad of (hi)stories about economic theories. These theories and the histories thereupon are biased by the political fashions of the day, the most pronounced polarity being between market-first vs. government-first camps. In the bipartisan club of the titans of the history of economic thought feature names such as those of Joseph Alois Schumpeter, John Kenneth Galbraith, Robert Louis Heilbroner, Murray Newton Rothbard or Mark Skousen. Yet sequencing true revolutions in economics is a too hard of a job. Some indicate celebs such as Adam Smith, David Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, Alfred Marshall and John Maynard Keynes (Dillard, 1978) as perfect candidates for the status of economist-revolutionaries. Others feel the need to introduce in the landscape the Austrian School of Economics – from Carl Menger onwards, as the maintainers of a perpetual counter-revolution to the Keynesian-Neoclassic Samuelsonian synthesis (Dolan, 1976). Or fill Karl Marx in, the iconoclast(ically wrong) depicter of capital and capitalism; or call for Milton Friedman’s Chicago School; or say that the Neo-Institutionalist movement, ignited by Douglass North, revealed the many blind-spots in mainstream theorizing, confirmed by the sudden and synchronic fall
of socialist economies.

If still wanting to identify roughly-discriminable stages in the (r)evolution of economic thought, there can be possible to find a fair set (and also keep the factor of four from the previous snapshots). The first revolution “started with Adam”, as the Smithian work not only created a scientific system, but also inspired (as it had been inspired by) a mood of ideas auspicious to wealth creation and widespread growth. The second movement responded to the Marxian “dark age” twist in economic science and to the forthcoming communist experiments, with Menger-Walras-Jevons “marginal revolutions” (and a rather marginalized “subjective revolution”). The third step was done by J.M. Keynes' sneaking between fading laissez-faire economists and furious socialist economists, professing state interventionism in the monetary and fiscal affairs to stabilize market economies in depression. And a fourth wave was to be the one of a new crop of pro-market economists, gathering Monetarists, Supply-Siders, Neo-Institutionalists and relentless Austrians, who re-forged both logical and empirical rationales in the face of both Western stagflation and Eastern stalemate in the “red” world. These happenings stay proof that the quest for betterment in conducting social/political/economic affairs knows no pause and, despite fluctuations, has embryos for success

Contractare humanum est: On all said social contracts’ missing signatures (along with broken seals)

Law and Economics scholars and pundits warn that there is no such thing in the real world as a perfect contract. Yet what do they say of “the most imperfect” contract of all – the social contract?

Property and contract: emerging markets and designing organizations

Summing up, avant-la-lettre, contracts (springing from property rights) presuppose at least these basic prerequisites:

• scarcity – relative, means-ends, abundance de-activates economizing behaviour;
• sociality – no need for “meum et tuum” kind of norms when there is no “other”;
• inter-subjectivity – deontic or utilitarian reasons inform scarcity-pushed social competitors that cooperation commences with the “good fences make good neighbours” edict.

The most common-sense perspective (yet so twisted and turned across ages) on contracts and contracting is that their understanding stands and falls with that of the concept of property rights: essentially, the contract is a non-aggressive relationship between property owners. (Onto)Logically, property rights cannot be secondary to contracting (be it “social” or formal), for any contract presupposes the prior acknowledgement that the contractors establish their relation (of exchange) based upon resources previously and rightfully owned (bodily or extra).
Such viewpoint, expression of the *jus naturalis* theory of property — brilliantly strengthened in the Lockean-Rothbardian-Hoppeian lineage —, grounds the attribution of a right of possession exclusively on the existence of an objective and intersubjective link between the human possessor and the possessed non-human object. Thence, it calls aggressive all property claims that can only invoke in their favour “subjective” evidence. This dry verdict cannot be sweetened by objectifications via positive legislation (re)assignment of ownership — for this is “legal plunder”.


**Society, state and contractualism: some canonical and criticist visions**

The social contract is a defining, yet truly debatable, idea, one of the backbones upon which the social/political/economic body decisively relies. Modern statehood and national economies owe to it the fecundity of the forms they experience(d). Ultimately, the state-creating social contract is one topic where the modern severed from the antic: the latter’s political order rests on contributions to the common good, the modern runs away from violence.

Whether the social contract elevates humans from the savage and menacing state of nature, entrusting them to an absolute sovereign ruler (Hobbes, 1651) or to a government of trustees (Locke, 1689), or provides shelter from the deleterious civil society, which estranges them from an idyllically free state of nature just to enslave them (Rousseau, 1762) is a matter of worldview (*Weltanschauung*). The state is preached as that political institution transcending the violent ordeal by converting the outlaws’ competition-in-rampage into a monopoly of legitimate violence (Weber, 1965).

Yet, this discernment and enforcement of rights and responsibilities of the governing and the governed is an unstable compound for both Right and Left (Skocpol, 1979). On the one hand, for classical liberals/libertarians, the state, though protective, even providential, hides under its generosity and solidarity rhetoric the embryos of domination over the individual. And on the other, for socialists/Marxists, though emancipated from feudal absolutism, the state is the tool of those in control of the means of production to exploit the have-nots.

Despite ideological clashes, the state-establishing governance and the rule-of-law social contract is vulnerable infrastructurally, in its core legitimacy traits. There can be noted at...
least three main fragilities in (all!) theories on social contracts (Evers, 1977):
• people’s “tacit consent” – based on benefits accepted or residency preserved – is over-rated;
• citizens’ “self-enslavement” to sovereigns/majorities/legislators/law-enforcers is unnatu-
ral;
• prerequisite for the rule of “just” law is non-aggression (a duty epically failed by the
state).

The issue at stake: the social (quasi- / illusive / null and void) contract
A much simpler critique of the social contract – to which a Constitution looks like a formal
proxy (Lermack, 2007) – does not need a thorough cognisance of the savvy (or sophisms)
on that matter from Socrates, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Ayn
Rand or John Rawls. It rather needs going backwards to the most widespread view of the
very idea of contract, genre to which the social contract is a species:
• was there a mutual assent among the parties, expressed by a valid offer and ac-
ceptance? (though crucially is to first identify the parties, de-homogenizing them from
third-parties);
• were the promises made by the parties exchanged for adequate consideration from the
rest? (that is, do they unequivocally understand what they are giving up in exchange for
what?);
• did the parties have the capacity to contract? (presuming this is true, what happens with
those lacking capacity yet related to the parties – are they parties, third parties, “ob-
jects”?);
• is the contract legally enforceable? (we have a case of circular reasoning, for the legal-
ity expected to govern contractual relations among the parties is hereinafter expected to
being established).

Power to/for/by the people

On participative vs. representative democracies’ operational conundrums
Remaining silent for now to the above quiz, and before turning towards eventual technol-
yogy-infused answers, we make a stop at the “0 km” of social contracting: the participa-
tive democracy.

Participation and/versus representation
Neither the political system nor the government make sense in democracies without the
participation of citizens as voters. Nor, obviously, the social contract that it is said to es-

tablish them. For brevity reasons, we will skip over the succulent discussion on political re-
gimes. This is a core term, which survived antics’ political philosophy translation into mod-
er political science, dealing with the relationship between the exercise of authority and
obedience – that is between those who command and those who obey. Here democracy
featured all taxonomies and rankings, but not always in the pole position of people’s ra-
tional choice, as it has been summarized in recent times: “[D]emocracy is the worst form of government, except for all the others” (Churchill, 2008). The essential point is not whether democracy is rightfully portrayed as another “God that failed” (Hoppe, 2001), but, being as it may, how it conciliates participation and representation.

People’s political participation is defined by its deliberate/voluntary and tentatively-influential features. Preda (2013) summarizes the panoply of participatory actions:

• the classical/conventional participation – running for a political office (candidacy), voting (in an electoral process), militancy (joining a political party, acting within such an organization or involvement in election campaigning) and even the apparently passive concern for political information (by regular and social media);
• the protesting/contesting/non-classical participation – revolutions (violent overthrown of existing orders animated by primal instincts coupled with herd spirits, by class fights coupled with charismatic leaders etc.) or petitions, boycotts, strikes, street protests, civil disobedience (striving to bring change within, not of a regime).

Political representation and, especially, the institutional design for representation are a nuisance for political theory, even if political practice continues to roll over more or less satisfactory arrangements. “How we organize the representation”, “how it should be conceived in the first place”, “what are its limits”, “which aspects we can still manage”, “how we do/should choose our representatives” – these are issues associated with any form of democracy, be it well-established or self-proclaimed (for even the dictators or the autocrats are concerned with them being sensed as representative). Modern democracies, relying on representation and representatives, continue to be accused (or they have already been found guilty) for entertaining a quite vicious “illusion of participation”. Equating representation with participation, modern democracy creates the fancy that politics is owned by and owed to “ourselves, the people”.

Some efficiency- and excellency-based arguments
A consequence of, though distinct from, participatory democracy, representative democracy appears as a limited and an indirect form of democracy. It is limited for popular participation in governance is recurrent (once every some years) and short-lived (concentrated to electoral ballots). It is indirect in that people delegate, in between ballots, their powers (that is rights and resources) to those deciding in their name and on their account.

Representative democracy is deemed “representative” as long as it builds up on an as larger, non-discriminative, inclusive and informed participation as possible, and “democratic” as long as it establishes reliable links between the rulers and the ruled, embodied in a (constitutional) electoral mandate. As well, it is seen as a more appropriate form of governance than mere participatory democracy, for economic and ethical justifications:
• efficiency – it saves time and money at a social scale, by allowing elected officials to devote themselves to legislative or executive tasks, rather than involving every citizen in
every ruling; it is a matter of division of labour superior output; it presupposes predictable timeframes in which political acts to be duly processed, instead of leaving public affairs to vulgate’s volatile, private, daily whims, etc.

• ethicality – it is considered superior to both census exclusivism and full participativism, for it includes a filter of socially recognized merits while not prohibiting anybody to take part based on inherited/undeserved statutes; it paves the way for professionalization in politics, rather than abandoning it into dilettantes’ hands; it creates “statesmen-heroes vs. villains” educational, nation-building narratives, etc.

And some a priori (and empirical) counterarguments
Such arguments as the above-listed would sound quite seductive unless trained in readings coming from the Public Choice, Neo-Institutional or Austrian-Libertarian scholarship (or even Neo-Marxian, sometimes right, yet for the wrong reasons) pointing to the contrary, both theoretically and historically – with mass-media being a good library of case studies.

For instance, Austrian swipes on “democratic representation”-related issues stand out through Ludwig von Mises’ famous economic-calculation rail on bureaucracy, Jörg Guido Hülsmann’s reworking of moral hazard as biased-property, not information-asymmetry issue, or Matthew McCaffrey and Joseph Salerno’s review of political entrepreneur’s production function; on the economics of politics, from the Austrian stance, see Apăvăloaei (2018).

“Politics without romance”, as James Buchanan (2003) branded Public Choice, it hosts a much substantial and sophisticated audit, with the likes of Kenneth Arrow, Duncan Black, James Buchanan, Gordon Tullock, Anthony Downs, William Niskanen, Mancur Olson, and William Riker (to name solely some of the coryphaei) at the forefront (Shughart, n.y.).

That said, with human nature stubborn since ever, is there a technological cure for (representative) democracy?

Polis recoded – 4.0 edition: On three scenarios, by the weight of a tech-revolutionized social contract

The scant scientific literature on social contract and IR 4.0 evolves around ideas such as: reviewing citizenship in a cyberspace-mediated or dominated world, given its assortment of concerns regarding digital users’ (data suppliers’) social rights and welfare provisos (Tomasello, 2022); the moral, ethical and legal dilemmas at the crossroads between the human and the artificial intelligences (Variath and Variath, 2020); privacy, security and trustworthiness (Denton et al., 2018).

Our present essay catches another angle. It is not only about dealing with the new reali-
ties of “social contracting 4.0”, but with the old ones, yet using novel technical, participatory instruments. In the “hard” scenario, it is about reshaping the boundaries of polities starting from manifest, not tacit consent; in the “moderate” one, the legislative becomes a more administrative, quasi-executive arm of the sovereign popular will; and in the “weak” one, e-referenda emerge as common practices.

This exercise of imagination starts from the plausible reality that future state of affairs in IT&C 4.0 (artificial intelligence, blockchain, quantum computing) makes possible bolstered-up forms of both cyber-connectivity and security. These represent powerful preconditions for accepting all contractual relations expressed in a digital form, whether private or public, as legally binding, including here the act of democratic participation, such as voting in electoral ballots or in referenda.

Henceforth, a predictable consequence would be the enhanced easiness not only in adding to the social nexus of e-contracts, but in reworking the ones in place, up to reconsidering the whole legal order — desirably so that the new order capitalizes upon and not breaches the existing one. Notwithstanding resistance from statue-quo controllers and benefitters, this contractual chain-reaction may rewrite Constitutions and state power structures, beyond surface-scratching current civic consultations.

The hardcore scenario: State-rebuilding 4.0

What all scenarios share is the reliable prognostic of the universalization of digital literacy and access to IT&C terminals, as well as the reasonable pretence of legalizing the exercise of citizenship rights, and duties alike, by resorting to cyber-facilities. Thus, by invoking the symmetry of treatment, once people are encouraged to pay their taxes online, they should also be able to vote accordingly. “No e-taxation without e-representation!” — here is a good slogan for “democracy 4.0”.

Every willing individual could become an active “e-citizen”, in the same vein as in classical citizenship. The essential difference will be the far greater scale and scope of democratic participation. And by accepting uniformity of treatment in terms of permitted e-participation (basically, voting — but in all kinds of elections or plebiscites), the spectrum of possibilities for changes (or preservation, depending on the conservative vs. progressive biases) becomes enormous.

Pushing the above reasoning to the logical limit, such technological easements in reaching a critical mass for critical decisions could give birth to unthinkable options in nowadays mindset. For instance, the “fundamental laws” can be amended in crucial aspects such as the indivisibility and inalienability of national territory, with “individual secession” (of a person and his real estate properties) as a constitutional possibility plus as a constant pressure for bettering governance in use.
There can be imagined jurisdictional mosaics, where different citizens from a neighbourhood are “subscribers” to different state-like providers of “public goods” (law and order, education and healthcare), with the problem of fixed infrastructures, such as those for transportation or utilities, being settled by dedicated inter-state clearing-houses. Of course, the option for such fancy arrangements would depend on cost-benefit calculus, but freedom, not coercion, would do the math.

The mere possibility of creating institutional competition and cultural compactness — of course, balanced against diseconomies of scale and strategic vulnerabilities arising from such heterogeneity of political units — will incentivize the (fewer!) political representatives (due to the participatory nature of the move) to perform and deliver according to the expectations of their voters. Such contractarian societies would curb classic (“captive”) democracy’s perverse arithmetic.

Such against-the-tide intellectual experiments have been made in the Austrian-libertarian, anarcho-capitalist rite, with roots in 19th century era of European or United States nation-building — for instance, see the volume edited by David Gordon (1990) dedicated to the highly inflammable topic of secession. What such exercises lacked was the availability of the technological input for reframing the conqueror-state’s “maculate conception” into a participatory, really contractarian one.

The moderate scenario: Law-making 4.0
Realising that it would take long for such a hyper-liberalization of political participation to take place — as it is unlikely to be itself too soon conducive to a political class eager to prepare its own dismissal so abruptly —, there could be envisaged a more gradual move though. That would imply a curtailment of the legislative layer to the limited role of a law educator and formalizer with regard to what, in the end, the people, with the help of reachable and secure technology, will decide.

Transforming the Parliament into a more supple institution (along with the rest of the state apparatus), that only prepares the supply of laws or provides the juridical rigour to citizens’ initiatives before returning them to public scrutiny, would have two effects: reducing the frenetic rhythm of contemporary regulatory creation (as popular majorities are much harder to amass than in the vested-interested, elected national assemblies) and even repelling previous dysfunctional norms.

Even if assuming the underlying social contract as unshakable, legislating within its confines will be more legitimate with citizens at a click-distance in subsequent law-making. “Demonstrated” preference (not polls-based “revealed” preference!) would unequivocally indicate that a matter is so important for one to vote for it; or, on the contrary, merely conducive to inaction. Hence, popular majorities (to be procedurally penned) will better signal “the greatest good for the greatest number”.

The weakened scenario: Vetoing 4.0

Finally, even if the political Cerberuses in office may find unwise to allow citizens to be the sole creators of legislation, a last redoubt will be to gain the possibility to repel a law (as well as to revoke an elected official) by referendum, in the most operative manner, that is technically obtainable within a digital format. Granting to the people even only the “atomic button” of vetoing undesirable decisions and decision-makers will add to a climate of social quasi-contract legitimacy.

This perspective amounts to a democratic-liberal attitude of the citizen toward elected politicians: “what is not prohibited is implicitly permitted”. Yet, as sovereign, the citizen has the principled right to aspire to proactively dictate the rules of the game, more than being a price-taker in relation to policy-makers. And even with this small increment – that is not always deciding what is best for her, but still declining what is worst –, Democracy 4.0 could be seen as a step forward.

Those who might object to the risk of hastiness in popular decision will have to confront the reply that there is more room for hasty decisions under the cupolas of national assemblies than in mobilizing equivalent shares in the large population, with a far cry superior legitimacy. As for the relative efficiency, there are so many valuable economists/financiers who could evaluate the pay-off / the return on investment from a digital infrastructure that would save costs of poor policymaking.

Conclusion

This essay aimed at preparing the terrain for more thorough works on how IR 4.0 could be converted into a democratizing factor for a worldwide society that decries democratic deficits even in the most mature societies (politically and economically). Part of a series of industrial revolutions that made people more and more aware of their political forces and fragilities alike, IR 4.0 has some unique traits, which distinguish it from the rest of the previous episodes: it is highly empowering. This is true to the extent that people would feel the need to claim back such made-available power.

What stands out in front of everything else is that IR 4.0 favours the freedom of expression, the necessary yet not sufficient first layer of exercising political rights through political participation, coupled with the economic freedoms and economic means to make it happen (as compared to other epochs, when having your voice heard in streets or in media was limited physically/materially). The direct democracy 4.0 virtualization paves the way towards a new reality, with greater possibilities than ever to define, debate and redesign, from scratch, the social contract.
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The Church and Democracy in Times of Crisis

By Athanasios GRAMMENOS*

Contemporary European political culture entails robust reliance on the Enlightenment assumptions of positivism and logic. On this basis, the ethics of secularism are associated with reason, while religious tradition, although institutionally respected, is mostly linked with some sort of despotic anachronism. After 9/11, positive ethics considered political Islam as incompatible with liberal democracy, but lately, also Christian faiths are treated with caution, if not reservation within western societies and any involvement in public affairs is received with unease. Be that as it may, in recent years, constitutional democracy faces strong challenges, social and natural. Political developments in the periphery, such as the Syrian civil war and the consequent refugee crisis, economic disparities, environmental concerns, and more recently the pandemic, have dropped participation levels, raised concerns about the efficacy and legitimacy of restrictive measures and, failed to prevent conspiracy theories from gaining ground.

In this historical context, religion has played an overlooked role, backing government policies based on humanitarian principles and protecting the common good. The present study examines the engagement of religion with politics in critical cases for human rights when democratic institutions face intense skepticism. Focusing on the recent European experiences, the research traces the normative causes for democracy’s alleged setback and, avoiding the narrowness of the secular rationale, will analyze whether religion could be a sustainable pillar of democratic tradition by supporting constructive citizenship in modern society. The first part will present the updated academic discussion on contemporary democracy and its relationship with religion, while the second will study the empirical evidence on the practices and principles of religious organizations in case studies with protracted controversies. The analysis will answer whether democracy could use (political) support from religion to correct previous political fallacies and win the trust of citizens.

Key words: church, religion, democracy, refugee crisis, COVID-19 pandemic, Orthodox Christianity, Roman Catholicism, politics.

Introduction

Nobody can take democracy for granted. The end of history (Fukuyama 1992) as a tele-
ological approach to the concept of liberal democracy has proved too ambitious, failing to predict and explain its domestic discontents. The dynamics of social evolution have the ability to transform political conditions and rearrange the liberal order in unpredictable shapes. In the recent past, western democracy has gone through situations that would be unthinkable in the early 2000s. The global sovereign debt crisis in the late 2010s undermined economic and political stability (Mukunda 2018, Macartney 2013). The rise of peripheral powers with authoritarian systems, such as China and Russia, has changed the balance of power, asking for a bigger share in international affairs (Ambrosio et al. 2019, Agnew 2010). Religious fundamentalism and terrorism finally struck on European soil, in France and Belgium. The refugee crisis brought, to the doorstep of Europe, a dramatic humanitarian crisis, calling for immediate action. In its aftermath, new populist and xenophobic movements made their appearance in countries like Germany, France, Poland and Hungary, disputing the very principles of European solidarity. Great Britain exited the EU and Donald Trump was elected President of the US, marking a fulcrum of neoconservative politics. And, the pandemic of COVID-19, accompanied by a wave of conspiracy theories and denial of science, built up new tensions and divisions.

All these years, many enemies of democracy have emerged, aspiring to change the rules in their favor, encouraged by external (contending authoritarian models, global economic recession, climate change) and domestic failures (rising inequalities, unemployment, declining social mobility). Even so, democracy has proved resilient, renewing itself after every occasion. Its potential is reinforced by a pluralistic system of participating citizens and social agencies, run under the premise of the rule of law and a set of institutions balancing and checking each other. However, as it will be discussed below, this time, the main challenge comes not from an illiberal outsider or an extraordinary risk but the inside, due to systems “hovering constantly on the brink of crisis” (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018, 212).

In the social architecture that is now under scrutiny, religion plays a special role. For historical and cultural reasons, Christian Churches are oftentimes constitutionally or organically attached to the state and the people (Sandberg and Doe 2007). Even in religiously neutral countries like France, where prevails the model of laïcité, the relationship between Church and state is still complex with administrative and economic linkages (Donadio 2021). That said, the occurring question is what does thisbonding mean for our democracy?

The present article is concerned with the role religion has played in two recent challenging cases for European democracies. The first is the refugee crisis and the second is the pandemic. These topics were selected because they have a horizontal, pan-European effect without exceptions, they have aspects of humanitarian interest, and they have provoked an intense debate about the course of political action.

The paper recognizes that religious institutions have their own standpoints stemming from
their philosophical traditions and they reach out to large groups of people with their ethical norms and organizational forms. Thus, the present approach will not focus on the institutional relationship between state and religion, but on the “political” actions of the latter, in the above case studies administered by the former. The Church has a significant power to exert political influence over believers based on spiritual and theological convictions (Stepan 2000). Sandberg and Doe (2007) argue that “religion continues to be a potent [political] force” but not in a confrontational fashion to the Weberian model of statecraft which remains unequivocally secular. What they suggest is closer to Bell (2019, 465), who believes that the Church is political “in the most general and abstract sense” engaging in the social discourse to inform the faithful of its theological perspectives on issues of interest. With that in mind, the thesis wonders whether in times of crisis, religious organizations use their power to support government policies responsibly, or they distance themselves, investing in fear and superstition, posing new challenges to democracy. Put differently, in the aforementioned democratic distress, do Churches comply with the -mostly restrictive- measures and actively advise their constituents to do the same, or do dispute their rationale, calling the faithful to disobedience?

To explore these questions, the article is organized as follows. Chapter 1 discusses the interaction between religion and politics beyond the secularization thesis. Chapter 2 develops the conception of democracy’s alleged decline, presenting crucial indicators about the performance of institutions and civil society in times of crisis. The next two chapters are dedicated to the stance of religion in two considerable challenges for European democracy, firstly the migration crisis and secondly the pandemic. Due to space limitations, the research narrows its focus to the heads of the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches. The reason for this focus is that they both had a direct engagement in the case studies, their jurisdiction spreads to a wide geographical area, one in western and the other in eastern Europe, and they both form ecumenical ecclesiastical organizations, compared to other Christian denominations, and they administer their constituents in a large transnational network. When necessary, though, references to other doctrines or faiths we be made.

Interestingly, these two Churches share a political antinomy: the Pope, head of the Roman Catholic Church, is seated in the Vatican City, an independent sacerdotal state, while the Ecumenical Patriarch, head of the Eastern Orthodox Church, is seated in Turkey, a non-European and predominantly Muslim state. While the Pope is the leader of a state, the Ecumenical Patriarch operates in a rather hostile environment (Sisson 2019).

At this point, it is important to make a normative clarification. The Church, unlike state structures, does not function in a strictly hierarchical way but there is space for officials and groups to alienate themselves from decisions and declarations coming from the top. This phenomenon is more frequent in Eastern Orthodoxy because it is governed by a synodal system of autocephalous (independent) and autonomous Churches, but it is not for-
eign to Catholicism, despite its vertical system of hierarchy. Therefore, one should not expect a solid and monolithic response by the Church to every issue of social concern. Voices of opposition or an alternative interpretation of the facts may occur but this under no circumstances undermines the authority of the respective bodies.

The last chapter expands the discussion to the potential of interfaith dialogue, the approach among leaders of different religions to support a cooperation process and strengthen the efforts for peace. Global challenges affect not merely different states but also different peoples, with their respective religions and cultures, and therefore, coordinated efforts among faiths may serve effectively as a humanitarian tool where hard politics face obstacles. The analysis reviews the latest literature on the field and studies empirical data, including official public declarations as well as actual interventions, be symbolic or substantial.

Religion and politics: beyond the Enlightenment assumption

The fields of politics and international relations have displayed a strong reservation when it comes to incorporating the study of religion in their disciplines. The prevalence of neorealism approaches in combination with Enlightenment assumptions of positivism has marginalized non-materialistic, non-countable factors. Political realism, the predominant school of international relations theory, is based on the notion of power (Donnelly 2001). Realists argue that the international system is anarchical, meaning that there is no supreme authority to supervise or impose order. Therefore, states rely merely upon their capabilities in terms of security and, ultimately, survival. Fear and insecurity urge them to constantly pursue to enhance their defensive means and be prepared to respond to potential threats. As a result, the governments are trapped within a vicious cycle of continuous armaments and increase in their relative strength, with the possibility of a preemptive conflict always obscuring international relations. The growth of one state’s power alerts its neighbors or competitors causing a security dilemma. In such a perilous environment, unit-level (intra-societal) factors, such as religion, are considered reductionist (Waltz 1979) for having little, if any, impact on the international system.

Schwarz and Lynch (2016) examine the historical evolution of scholarly perceptions over religion, commenting on how the Westphalian presumption shaped the modern secularization thesis. More precisely, the Peace of Westphalia (1648) ended two, decades-long, wars between Protestant and Catholic states, on the battlefields of northern and western Europe. To avoid new conflicts heated up by the religious element and, more essentially, to keep out of their business the transnational role of the papacy, European monarchs agreed that “religious and cultural pluralism cannot be accommodated in international society, but must be privatized, marginalized, or even overcome -by an ethic of cosmopolitanism- if there is to be international order” (Thomas 2003, 23). With this development, religious relations were subjected to the jurisdiction of the ruler. Later, this position
was updated by the Enlightenment narrative, according to which the political milieu was suitable only for the products of reason and science, while religion was thought as incompatible with modernization and a synonym for superstition (Harvey 2014). The national movements of the 19th century affirmed the domination of the political agency over the spiritual and the secularization of the political process, with or without the separation of Church and state. In this context, it has been argued that nowadays “the prevailing orthodoxy among intellectuals in the West is that religion is a waning, irrational, and dysfunctional aberration” (Powers 2010, 317).

Nonetheless, the study of religion in political science is reemerging in the last years, with scholars systematically picking up the question of the relationship between religion and politics (Crockett and Keller 2021; Fitzgerald 2011; Hurd 2008). One part of contemporary research is focused on conflict, interpreting religion as a causal factor of civilizational divisions. The dramatic events of 9/11, the consecutive wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the appearance of the Islamic State, attracted attention which, nevertheless, was confined to the narrow limits of conflict and terrorism studies. The most noticeable work remains The Clash of Civilizations, by Samuel Huntington (1996). In his scheme, Huntington presents a dystopic image for the future of inter-civilizational relations, thinking religious and cultural identities-especially Islam-as the primary sources of conflict. “In the emerging world,” he argues “the relations between states and groups from different civilizations will not be close and will often be antagonistic” (Huntington 1996, 183). His position, albeit influential, has received strong criticism (Shahi 2017, Perry 2002, Said 2001) for selective and counterfactual interpretation of events, on top of taking for granted western supremacy over the rest. The Brussels Declaration, signed on December 20, 2001, by eighty Christian, Muslim and Jewish leaders of Europe and Romano Prodi, the then President of the European Commission, responded to Huntington’s thesis by rejecting “the assumption that religion contributes to an inevitable clash of civilizations” (Bartholomew 2010, 307) and reaffirming religion’s constructive and informative role in intercivilizational approach.

Another part of scholarly literature, focuses on the religious hermeneutics of peace, highlighting open opportunities for reconciliation. Interreligious (and interfaith) engagement provides reasoning with theological or cultural arguments, emancipated from institutional politics, meaning governments and public administration (Bob 2015, 97). Valuable in this fashion is the concept of soft power, as opposed to hard power: if “[hard] power is the ability to affect others to get the outcomes one prefers [...] by coercion, payment, or attraction and persuasion [...] soft power is the ability to obtain preferred outcomes by attraction rather than coercion or payment” (Nye 2017). That being so, for religious leaders and organizations, soft power is a natural domain, given that they can facilitate collective action through their normative systems (Steen-Johnsen 2021), autonomous from political interests and without suppressing the faithful. That being said, the reader must be aware that no religion is monolithic and religious factors can contribute to both violence
and peace (Appleby 2000, 282). Some religious groups may give in to superstition, political divisions, nationalism and aggressive radicalism, as recent history has shown, especially in communities where serious societal problems exist (Chiwetalu Ossai 2021). Because of that bitter challenge for peace, the Bosporus Declaration of 1994 that ended the International Peace and Tolerance Conference, stated that “a crime committed in the name of religion is a crime committed against religion” (Bartholomew 2010, 299). Hence, the main concern of this article is to detect patterns of positive action, arguing that religions and cultures do not belong to diametrically opposed camps, as Huntington supposed, but they have the potential to promote democratic policies and constructive peace-building processes (Powers 2010).

This kind of religious soft power was exercised by US President Harry Truman as part of his containment plan (Inboden 2008). The anti-communist strategy of the US was based on the domino theory according to which every country falling to communism would drop one more until they reached global domination. To prevent such a development, beyond his political efforts, Truman supported pro-western hierarchs to elevate in influential positions and forge a joint ideological front (Kirby 2014). An applied example of his doctrine was the election in 1949 of the Greek Orthodox Archbishop of North and South America Athenagoras as the Ecumenical Patriarch, the leader of all Eastern Orthodox Christians, who flew to Istanbul -the See of the Eastern Orthodox Church- with a US government’s aircraft (Grammenos 2019).

In the limited space of this paper, it is essential to discuss one more aspect of religious soft power with meaningful sociopolitical impact. Interfaith dialogue is the interaction among senior representatives of different religions, aiming to overcome ignorance and prejudice, promote mutual understanding and foster cooperation in support of the common good (Blakemore 2019). In the last decades, the major religions have made big steps for cooperation and common action on global challenges, rendering interfaith dialogue the diplomacy of faith, involving not only religious leaders but also academics, politicians, international organizations and civil society agents. The road was paved in 1920 with an encyclical sent by the Ecumenical Patriarchate to all Christian Churches, proposing the creation of a “League of Churches” which would promote unity and peace (Ziakas and Ziaka 2016, 502). This ecumenical vision was realized in 1948 with the foundation of the World Council of Churches (WCC). The constitutional purpose of WCC was to provide a forum for dialogue on crucial international issues through Christian unity. A few years later, the 2nd Vatican Council (1962-1965), declared religion as a major cause of fellowship among human beings laying the foundations for structured dialogue and collaboration with non-Christian faiths (O’Collins 2013). Throughout the polarized period of the Cold War, cooperation among different religions intensified, including a partnership with the UN, working to ease the consequences of the East-West split. Later, this dialogue was expanded into areas such as disarmament, racism, social and gender inequalities, public health and migration. The structures of interfaith dialogue allow a
permanent and direct communication channel among religious leaders, through which they exchange views and coordinate their efforts on issues of faith, and international affairs but also crises that call for an immediate response, such as the refugee crisis and the pandemic.

**Modern democracy and its discontents**

The question of democracy’s present and future concerns not only academics but also political leaders. A virtual Summit organized by Joe Biden, President of the United States, in December 2021 (The White House 2021) hosted leaders from 100 countries,¹ who exchanged ideas about how to bolster democratic institutions against authoritarian models, tackle corruption, and promote respect for human rights. Biden's initiative was fueled by what he called the “backward slide of rights and democracy” (Biden 2021) and the increasing public distrust in democratic institutions, as a result of their poor performance in delivering sustainable economic and political progress.

At the time of the Summit, Biden was completing his first year in office after an election race that stigmatized US politics for its polarization and the following incidents of violence, when supporters of the outgoing President Donald Trump refused to accept the result of the election and stormed the Capitol (Gramlich 2022). Internationally, the situation was no less complicated, either. Many EU member-states had been flagged by independent monitors for their poor democratic performance (Balfour 2019) while studies made evident that the pandemic of COVID-19 had worsened the condition of democracy and human rights in numerous countries across the globe (Repucci and Slipowitz 2020). Furthermore, economic limitations and government interference had a severe impact on the quality of information and freedom of the press (IDEA 2021). Last, as of November 2021, Russia had amassed some 170,000 troops at the border with Ukraine and in occupied Crimea, gathering the clouds of war above Eastern Europe.

Biden’s initiative emphasizes that these are hard times for democracy. On the one hand, countries in Europe’s periphery, such as Russia and Turkey become more and more authoritarian, threatening the liberal consensus; on the other hand, member-states of the European Union, the flagship of democratic tradition, like Poland and Hungary, adopt an ultra-conservative political behavior, restraining fundamental liberties. Larry Diamond (2015) argues that this process started already in 2006 due to bad governance and the consequent social cleavages that polarize western societies. Kurlantzick (2011) believes that authoritarian states became more repressive while democracies are weakening because of domestic and international threats. In contrast, Levitsky and Way (2015) reject as pessimistic the view that there is a democratic recession in the world, adding that such

---

¹ The summit included also representatives from multilateral institutions, international NGOs, the Media, Civil Society and business, but no religious leader was present.
conclusions stem from observers who raised the bar too high about regime transitions and the fall of communism in the 1990s. More precisely, they hold that democracies have proved successful and resilient although they recognize that autocrats have become smarter and politically adaptive, overcoming foreign pressure.

These studies, however, rely primarily on empirical bases that consider structural factors (e.g., political system, elections, civil society, media freedom) as indicators. Although they are valuable resources, from another point of view the author believes that the whole picture is not revealed yet. The concentration of power and passing of controversial laws with a parliamentary majority may be valid and ‘democratic’ but gradually they lead to what has been called “loss in quality of democracy” (Erdmann 2011) affecting -in the long term- political equality and freedom (Smolka 2021). Put differently, the structural approach overlooks the erosion of the spirit of democracy, which is understood as the level of meaningful participation by the citizens and their capacity to bring actual change with their vote.

Colin Crouch argues that the West witnesses a shift towards post-democracy in which the center of political gravity has moved out of the political system. The concentration of power resources in the hands of only a few economic centers gives them the ability to influence political decision-making, overriding traditional democratic structures (Crouch 2004). In his own words, “[e]lections, while still crucial for protecting citizens’ rights, [are] becoming an increasingly empty shell when it [comes] to expressing serious conflicts of interest” (Crouch 2016, 72). Expanding the context of Crouch’s theoretical framework, Alikhani (2017) proposes the analytical model of de-democratization that emphasizes the role of structural interdependence within a given society to explain that the scope of (political) decision-making depends on the distribution of power. Using the example of super-PACs in the US, and lobbyists in the EU Parliament, he argues that the economic sector has great resources to influence politics while the capacity of the governed to shape policies decreases over time.

Power relationships are central also for Sandel, who argues that democratic recession is the fruit of civic breakdown caused by market triumphalism. The growth (giantism) of the corporate economy and, consequently, economic internationalization strengthened the business sector so much that it became unaccountable. The drift from a market economy to a market society (Sandel 2012) forced social-welfare liberalism to retreat resulting in citizens’ alienation from public affairs. The growing corporate power over politics resulted in populist backlash and loss of democratic control over the economic forces (Sandel 2010).

The sovereign debt crisis of the Eurozone and the austerity measures imposed on the states of the South was one more challenge for democracy, especially when Parliaments were called to vote divisive laws under the threat of economic default. Kotler (2016)
notes that the governments do not satisfy the people, so they respond with lower turnout and engagement. Especially the lower classes detach themselves from the elections causing a widening participation gap over time (Dalton 2017), while the power of the few is in a position to diminish democratic governance by exploiting their unequal influence.

Reduced civil engagement, says Putnam’s theory of social capital, triggers a drop in levels of trust, unity and reciprocity, making social identities more fragile (Putnam 2001). At the national level, a significant group of citizens may perceive this as an attack on their (national) identity, feeling neglected by the political establishment and threatened by minorities. In this case, along with popular disappointment or frustration at large, one effect of the democratic recession, is that it can give birth to populist movements (Crouch 2019, 126). This explains how, and more importantly, why the refugee crisis that erupted in 2015 forged a xenophobic, anti-immigration and anti-Islamist political culture, expressing discontent, not against their governments, but, against Muslim immigrants.

The crisis of democracy is above all a crisis of trust in the efficiency of its institutions. A widening gap between the governing and the governed, inflamed by economic inequalities, disappoints a crucial part of the society while populists and anti-systemic voices reject policies and measures taken for the public benefit in exceptional cases, such as the pandemic. The citizens who are affiliated with a Church have a high prospect of asking for advice and support from their community. Therefore, if a democratic recession harms social identities, the question onward is whether the Church has the will to help restore faith in institutions and rebuild trust in democracy. The following Chapters will examine this possibility, analyzing the Church’s response in certain cases.

**Christian leaders and the pandemic: between faith and science**

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for a fast response gave the European governments a wide range of emergency powers that in many cases led to temporary restrictions of certain liberties, including freedom of movement and assembly. While social life was paused and the majority of citizens were confined at home to prevent the spreading of the virus, the executives in many countries passed controversial laws and decrees (Michalopoulos 2021) without parliamentary scrutiny. A Freedom House special report found that the pandemic worsened the quality of democracy in 80 countries of the world since the governments engaged in abuse of power, manipulation of institutions, control over the Media and diminution of transparency (Repucci and Slipowitz 2020). A group of researchers investigated the variation of these policies across Europe and concluded that in countries with weaker democratic systems “the pandemic opened up a window of opportunity for power-seeking leaders to further concentrate power” (Ergen et al. 2021).

Some examples are very informative: in March 2020, Hungary passed a controversial
law entitling the Prime Minister to rule by decrees for an indefinite period (Tharoor 2020); Poland, following Hungary’s steps, undermined the rule of law by passing authoritarian judicial reforms, challenged the supremacy of the European law and removed the Ombudsperson (Bastasin 2021); Austrian Chancellor Sebastian Kurz resigned under the pressure of multiple scandal allegations, one of which was about some media advertisements he ordered supposedly to promulgate measures against the pandemic, but essentially in exchange for favorable coverage (Föderl-Schmid 2021); similarly, in Greece, the neoconservative government subsidized targeted media outlets with 20 million EUR to carry the COVID-19 measures’ campaign, inaugurating a long-term relationship of dependence with them. Press freedom and pluralism were drastically limited so much that Věra Jourová, EU Commission Vice-President, considered the situation in the country “problematic” (Michalopoulos 2022). Overall, financial support for Media across Europe proved too risky because public funds functioned as soft money given for supporting political allies (Bleyer-Simon and Nenadić 2021). These complications resulted in domestic debates and a decrease in the levels of trust in politicians across Central and Eastern Europe, a fact that was reflected in the performance of the hygienic measures and the low vaccination rates (Furlong 2021)

With governments monopolizing power and new strict measures of social distancing applied, civil society actors had their distinctive interventions. For religion, the pandemic was a great challenge on both theological and liturgical grounds. The lockdowns had an inevitable impact on religious services, shutting down places of worship and suspending all physical religious services. It was neither an ordinary nor an easy development, since church attendance and the sacraments are the sine qua non of Christianity, linking spiritual life with worship and membership. Before that, some religious gatherings in the early stage of the pandemic had resulted in new infections, igniting reactions from citizens who thought that some of their fellow citizens are ignoring on purpose their public health responsibilities (Marshall 2021). This development created a state of emergency that needed immediate action, asking for a reconciliation between hygienic protection and religious freedoms.

Physical gatherings
As an extraordinary response to an unusual situation, some churches in the UK shifted to the provision of virtual services, challenging, though, existing theological conventions connected with space and physical contact (Bryson, Andres and Davies 2020); the Evangelical Church in Germany broadcasted Sunday’s liturgy via the national ZDF, holding also an online media center for updates regarding worship (Kuropka 2020); and, Pope Francis celebrated the Easter of 2020 in the empty Basilica di San Pietro (De Angelis 2021). The Pope also canceled all his international trips and in May 2020 he called for an interfaith “Day of Prayer” to raise awareness of the pandemic among Christian, Muslim, Buddhist and Hindu religious and lay organizations (Vatican News 2020). Since Italy witnessed first-hand the consequences of the disease, with a high death toll in the north of
the country, Francis canceled all public masses (Merlo 2020), called for prudence and obedience highlighting the threat of false news (Wooden 2020), and used social media platforms in many languages to connect with his flock (Pérez-Martínez 2022).

The Ecumenical Patriarchate was decisive from the very beginning, fully endorsing social distancing measures. On March 18, 2020, the Holy Synod in Istanbul strongly suggested its hierarchs across the globe stay at home for their safety and the protection of the general public, limiting outings and travels to what is absolutely necessary. Concerning the scientific community, it underlined the need to follow the recommendations of the authorities, protect public health, and express gratitude to the medical personnel for working on the front line. Most importantly, it declared an ecclesiastical resolution to cease all divine services, events, and rites, including the Patriarchal Offices in Istanbul (Grdzelidze 2020) stressing that “that which is at stake is not our faith – it is the faithful. It is not Christ – it is our Christians. It is not the divine-man – but human beings.” In addition, the Ecumenical Patriarch through the Health Care directory, organized an online Consultation about the Pandemic to explore ways in which the Church can support the isolated and “open line of communication with medical and health care professionals within a spirit of mutual respect and understanding” (Pastoral Health Care 2021). One of the most doctrinal questions, provoking divisions and fear, was that of the Holy Communion (bread and wine), that in the Orthodox world is shared with one common spoon. Although not all local Churches responded fast or were under lockdown, some of them introduced changes that fully complied with hygienic protocols (Calivas 2020).

Science and Vaccination
The relationship between religion and science is obscured by a traditional narrative about an unsettled dispute between the two (Evans and Evans 2008). Following this perception, one could expect that religious actors would be skeptical, if not negative, about the origins of the virus and the very vaccine. Empirical evidence has linked religiosity with beliefs in conspiracy theories (Ladini 2021) but another study has specified that this correlation applies to the most dogmatic and fundamentalistic types of religiousness (Lowicki et al. 2022), among which cults and marginal movements (Mylan and Hardman 2021), but not to the mainstream or institutionalized religion. A bishop of the Church of Greece explained to the author that the Church does not antagonize science but walks side by side since its conception. After all, he continued, some of the most prominent religious figures, like Gregory of Nyssa and Basil of Caesarea, were scientists themselves (Gabriel 2022).

Overall, the coming of the vaccine was not free from suspicion and resistance by certain religious groups such as White Evangelicals (Lovett 2021). Similarly, when it became known that the vaccines were developed with the use of fetal cells derived from terminated pregnancies there have been requests for religious exemptions or calls for vaccine boycott (Letzing 2021). The official Church, however, adopted an antithetical
approach. The Pope affirmed his support for the hygienic measures and furthermore, he praised the work of medical staff calling them “next door saints” (Ivereigh 2020). On vaccine, the Pope played an active role in supporting the vaccination campaign. In January 2021, the Vatical launched its own program, with Pope Francis and Pope emeritus Benedict XVI getting the jab first (Vatican News 2022). Francis argued that vaccination is a “moral obligation” (Euronews 2022a), he condemned those who oppose the vaccine stating that they are in suicidal denial (Sly 2021) and he appeared critical of members of his Church, such as some Cardinals, who were skeptical about the vaccines (Winfield 2021). Furthermore, he addressed twice the problem of vaccine misinformation and fake news calling it a human rights violation (Euronews 2022b) while he invited governments to build trust among the people for the safety of the entire process (Glatz 2022). Last, given the inequalities between progressed and developing states, he urged rich nations to send vaccines to regions with limited access to health care (Euronews 2021). The Catholic Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales followed, encouraging the faithful to take the shot in good conscience, for the public good. In addition, it warned those who refuse that they should still protect their fellow citizens from infection by self-isolation (Moth 2020).

As far as it concerns the Ecumenical Patriarchate, already in March 2020, it commented that the Orthodox Church respects medicine and advised the faithful to follow the directions of the World Health Organization (WHO) and the regulation of states (Ecumenical Patriarchate 2020) leaving little, if any, space to deniers. The Ecumenical Patriarch personally urged all the members of the Orthodox Church to become vaccinated, follow the advice of health authorities and take all appropriate measures to counter the virus (Claus 2021). He and his top-ranking bishops received the vaccine when it became available while in an interview he said “the refusal of vaccination and other protective measures is irrational and unjustified by theological or scientific criteria” (Nedelescu 2021). On the occasion of the annual Athenagoras Human Rights Award, which in 2021 was awarded to the founders of BioNTech, Bartholomew congratulated the scientists and executives who were responsible for the development of the vaccines and he proposed the formulation of more efficient and equal health policies stressing out that the Church would be present to help (Orthodox Times 2021). In a similar spirit, Greek Archbishop Hieronymos called the vaccine “a gift from God” to counter hesitation by some of the faithful and even removed priests who defied hygienic regulations (Kitsantonis 2021).

**Discussion**

If nothing else, the pandemic provided the ground for a renewed research interest in the role of religion. A study carried out in the UK and US, has shown that believers relied even more on religious beliefs to deal with the psychological effects of the pandemic, such as insecurity and stress, and their religious beliefs were bolstered in contrast to non-believers whose religious beliefs weakened (Rigoli 2021). The same conclusion was reached by Johnson et al. (2021) who also noticed a small but significant decline in faith compared to science, as an explanatory system for COVID-19. Loss of faith has been
observed also in Germany, among both Catholics and Protestants possibly because of long-term self-isolation (Büssing et al. 2021).

A study on the interaction between Church and state in Europe during the pandemic (Rudenko and Turenko 2021) reviewed attitudes towards the imposed restrictions and observed some differences between the West and the East. In western Europe, the Churches adapted quicker to the new situation, aligning with the directions for social distancing, however, protest from middle-ranking clergy people, which led to increased infections, was noticed. By contrast, in Eastern Europe, the reactions were more diverse from country to country, and in some cases confrontational. The diversity between the two European regions stemmed either from peculiarities in the political system or from the structure of the Church. For instance, a group of scientists investigating the case of Romania, further concluded that the Orthodox Church made sincere efforts to help the management of the pandemic, however, what was missing was active consultation between state authorities and religious institutions (Dascalu et al. 2021).

Taking everything into account, the pandemic opened a new dimension to the role of religion in social affairs. Isolation deprived the Church of physical contact and communal life, nevertheless, it managed to provide spiritual support to people in need. Last, although some reactions were noticed from mainly middle-ranking clerics and cults, the Church leadership endorsed the hygienic protocols and promoted vaccination for all citizens.

The refugee crisis: religion before the populist challenge

If the pandemic with its grave consequences posed a modern challenge to faith from a theological perspective, the refugee crisis that started in the mid-2010s was a matter of practice of Christian values with the coming hundreds of thousands of predominantly non-Christian immigrants. In principle, religious diversity should not be a condition for helping people in need. The already mentioned Greek bishop maintains that

"the Christ was a migrant Himself, a xenos, who came on earth not to judge (discriminate) but to save the world. When we see this through the lens of the Greek Orthodox tradition we understand if prejudice or fanaticism against contemporary immigrants could ever be justified" (Gabriel 2022).

Research though has shown that social approaches to immigrants are not shaped by individual (theological) beliefs but according to the correlation between one’s religious identity and the average religiosity of the respective country (Storm 2018). For example, Catholics in majority Catholic countries tend to be more skeptical about migrants compared to religious minorities or societies with mixed religious affiliations.

Migration is not a new phenomenon, but the waves of refugees fleeing into Europe because of the civil war in Syria posed an unprecedented challenge for Europe, both in size
and intensity. Only in 2015, some 850,000 people arrived in Greece, while 3771 lost their lives crossing the Mediterranean (IOM 2016). It has been discussed above the notorious concept of the clash of civilizations and the perception some scholars hold for the West-Islam relationship. Similar attitudes were reflected in xenophobic movements and parties of the far-right that made their appearance in several EU countries as a reaction to migration. One such case was PEGIDA (an acronym for Patriotic European Against the Siamization of the West), which was founded in Germany, in October 2014, declaring that Muslim communities constitute a threat to the cultural, political, and economic idiosyncrasy of [Christian] Europe (Molas and Volk 2021). The core of PEGIDA’s ideology is an extension of the motto Abendland in Christian hands, which is endorsed also by the nationalist Austrian Freedom Party (FPO). Abendland, literally the Occident, is a political vision for a German-led, conservative, and Christian Europe, pure from foreign elements, not only Muslim but also Eastern Orthodox (Forlenza 2018). The refugee crisis of 2015 provided momentum for these ideas to spread to other northern European countries and Scandinavia (Meisner 2016), and more importantly, it allowed the governments of the Visegrád Group, to unite against the common EU policy of quotas (accepting a specific number of refugees), which would relieve the first entrance countries, Greece and Italy (Kalmar 2018). Furthermore, far-right movements and politicians instrumentalized religion to justify their policy of exclusion (Marzouki et al. 2016), and in cases like Austria, where the clergy criticized the government’s anti-immigrant policy as inhumane in the first place, the powerful executive posed threats that its tax privileges would be cut (Heinisch and Werner 2021).

Pope Francis, on the other hand, had expressed his sensitivity on the matter early enough, selecting Lampedusa, an Italian Mediterranean island off the shores of which many African immigrants had drowned, as his first trip outside Rome in 2013. The purpose of the Pope was to raise a concern about the humanitarian drama of these people and condemn the “globalization of indifference” that had resulted in a political stalemate regarding immigration (Friedman 2016). In the following years, Francis remained truly active, especially as the tension in the external borders of the EU was escalating. With encyclicals and public interventions, he advocated for the protection of human rights and dignity, he encouraged the EU member states to promote policies of integration, without forcing immigrants to forget their own culture, and he addressed an open call to Europeans to show empathy and solidarity (Tan 2019). Above all, he invited political leaders to take measures that will tackle those economic and political reasons that drive migration in the periphery (Catania 2016). The Pope’s stance was anything but comfortable. As it has been pointed out in the Press,

“terrorist attacks by militant Islamists in Paris and Brussels, the sexual assaults in Cologne over New Year’s Eve by mainly North African migrants, the rise of anti-immigration parties such as Germany’s AfD, and unease about the continent’s ability to integrate Muslim newcomers have helped to undermine popular support for admitting large numbers of refugees” (Rocca and Walker 2016).
In Istanbul, the Ecumenical Patriarch could observe the problem more closely. Turkey was hosting more than 2 million refugees while many others were trying to reach the Greek islands of the Aegean, oftentimes exploited with grave consequences by smugglers and traffickers. At the other end of the sea, Greece was under severe pressure due to the European disparity over the refugee issue. The increase of refugee flows had revealed the real size of the problem, which was unbearable for a single country, notwithstanding the economic challenge for Greece's weak and bound by harsh austerity programs economy. In November 2015, Prime Minister Tsipras visited Bartholomew in Istanbul, asking for his support to mobilize the international community (Anadolu 2015). His goal was to empower the values of humanism in Europe and urge his colleagues to abandon the policy of closed borders, showing European solidarity with the Greek society. Tsipras and Bartholomew agreed to organize a visit to Lesbos, organized by the Church of Greece, as the local authority, extending the invitation to Pope Francis (Winfield 2016). Since Pope is head of state, the invitation to him was sent by the President of the Hellenic (Greek) Republic, as the protocol obliges, and it was accepted.

The Greek bishop who helped prepare the visit from the side of the Church of Greece, explains that it was a symbolic gesture of those three hierarchs, to mobilize the UN. "The issue is dealt with at the EU level, although it exceeds European borders – it is international" (Gabriel 2022). Eventually, on April 16, 2016, Francis, Bartholomew and Hieronymos, Archbishop of Athens and All Greece, traveled to Lesbos, demonstrating their profound concern for the situation of the asylum seekers, urging the international community to act responsibly and through cooperative efforts (Parolin 2016).

In their joint declaration from Moria Refugee Camp, they stated that it was an "unsustainable situation" and called for rapid action "to protect minorities, to combat human trafficking and smuggling, to eliminate unsafe routes, such as those through the Aegean and the entire Mediterranean, and to develop safe resettlement procedures" (Francis 2016). A prominent Orthodox theologian added that the trip aimed also to give hope and attention to the detained immigrants (Chryssavgis 2016), and with their declaration the hierarchs sent a strong political message for the protection of fundamental human rights of all people, calling upon all religious communities to provide temporary asylum to refugees (Denysenko 2018).

The visit attracted enormous media attention allowing a large audience to receive information about the size of the problem (Cheshirkov 2016). However, beyond the symbolic importance of the visit, it is critical to evaluate its results in terms of changes in the attitude of the people. Unfortunately, the available knowledge is very limited because of the complex nature of data collection. Even so, recent research examined whether Pope Francis affected public opinion perceptions vis-à-vis the political stance of the European Union by publicly addressing the problem in Moria camp. The study compared survey
responses before and after the Pope’s trip and concluded that “following the Pope’s visit to Lesbos, Catholics [in Catholic countries] show a relatively more critical judgment of EU action on migration matters than non-Catholics” (Deiana et al. 2022). Although similar data are unavailable for the Ecumenical Patriarch, the evidence reflects that media coverage has the power to reduce negative attitudes, “depending on whether immigrants are depicted as a threat or as victims” (De Poli et al. 2017). The presence of and the message sent by Bartholomew (and his fellow Hieronymos) to the Orthodox believers of Eastern Europe, was a clear conviction against discrimination and in favor of responsible actions by the authorities.

**Interfaith dialogue as a model for international cooperation**

Having already examined the role of the two Christian Churches, the last section discusses the potential of interfaith dialogue to encourage closer cooperation among all people in the challenges of the future. Interfaith dialogue is the structured communication and cooperation between different faiths, to promote peace and understanding. This type of approach can take an array of forms and target various types of participants, from religious leaders to grassroots activists (USIP 2004). Today, there are several organizations in Europe, and many more in the rest of the world, working to bring together religious leaders and decision-makers with the aim of developing peacemaking initiatives. This process is also endorsed by the European Commission, in the context of its religious dialogue, recognizing the contribution of faith to society (Schinas 2020).

Some people who work in the field, like the director of the Coalition for Religious Equality and Inclusive Development, are skeptical about the dynamic of interfaith dialogue, arguing that it does not involve local communities but senior leaders without the power of legitimacy, and beyond the joint declarations, there is an accountability and evaluation deficit (Tadros 2019). Scholars like Orton (2016) find this process crucial for the development of cohesive communities but, he agrees that it must be practiced at multiple levels, not only at the elite. For example, about the refugee crisis, a study on Syrian migrants to Greece has shown openness to intercultural dialogue and the belief that dialogue and communication between Christian and Muslim religious leaders would facilitate good relationships between members of both religions (Bučko et al. 2018).

Indeed, interfaith dialogue is based on goodwill, but it implies no safeguard for the implementation of the agreed positions. Words can remain words if the signatories of declarations abandon the process. Nevertheless, the objective in this dialogue among different religions is to build a long-term relationship fostering a spirit of respect and mutual understanding. Unlike politicians, who design immediate and effective action, interfaith dialogue shapes a new conscience about the ‘other,’ not as an enemy but as a partner. The significance of the already mentioned Bosporus Declaration is that it employs a global and objective perspective for peace and justice, as “duties of every human being to
one another” (Bartholomew 2010). The are several important cases of interfaith dialogue’s contribution -although only indicatively some of them can be mentioned here- such as the 2014 “Invocation for Peace” process for the Middle East. Pope Francis and Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, hosted in the Vatican the then-Israeli President Shimon Peres and Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas (Leustean. 2015, 182) sending out the message that the negotiations are on and any acts of provocation are condemned (Francis 2014). The Conference of Religions for Peace is also very active in the Israel-Palestine conflict since 2007, calling for a solution based on international law (Ziakas and Ziaka 2016, 477).

In 2021, a group of religious and political leaders issued a statement in support of equitable vaccine distribution, under the auspices of UNICEF (2021) saying “no-one is safe until everyone is safe.” On migration, the Churches’ Commission for Migrants in Europe (CCME) criticized the European Commission’s Pact on Migration and Asylum because of practical and legal gaps that allow EU countries to violate human rights at the borders (CCME 2021).

The interfaith dialogue will not be a panacea for all political ills. However, open channels of communication among people with different cultures, in addition to a vivid process of communication and agenda setting, is a very useful exercise for a pluralistic international society where tolerance gradually replaces prejudice.

**Conclusions**

The study of religion in politics opens up a new corridor to scholars, that goes beyond conventional political relations. In light of the recent crises, for the first time, we have a mature environment to discuss what needs to be improved. For years, the European process of integration has been approached unconditionally by mainstream literature. Although the European Union provided the means for a more prosperous, peaceful and democratic commonwealth, however, over time, and especially after the 2004 enlargement, it has witnessed turbulence ranging from economic to social issues. For several of its full and candidate members, the EU became more the pool for structural funding than a common area of freedom and democracy with shared cultural features.

Simultaneously, the transition to a “market society” and the shift towards post-democracy moved the gravity of decision-making beyond or out of the political system, distorting the inceptive character of the European vision. Eventually, its cohesion was stretched especially with the economic crisis of the 2010s, and the imposed adjustment policies -of questionable efficiency-, which created a de facto north-south schism. The inability to deal with inequalities led to the occurrence of populist and xenophobic movements threatening democracy, not only in the weak economies, as someone would expect, but also in the wealthiest ones, like Germany, France and the UK. Pope Francis framed the stalemate by
saying that “today [...] we are witnessing a retreat from democracy [because the EU is being] torn by nationalist egoism” (France24 2021).

This paper raised the question of the Churches’ attitude in front of critical political problems when even trust in democracy is being questioned by groups and individuals. The analysis looked at the facts with a particular focus on embedding political challenges, given that the governments were facing sensitive problems and the responses were not necessarily popular. Institutional aspects were beyond the scope of this research because there has been no such question in Church and state relations, in Europe.

The mother Churches, for their part, focused on the human factor. They did not hesitate to criticize political choices they thought in went the wrong direction, endorse a positivist campaign with a solution-oriented mindset, and, on top of everything, call for more constructive action from the governments. During the pandemic, the Church fought a two-front war: firstly, to protect the faithful from the virus by complying with medical protocols, and secondly, to contain hardliners and conspiracy theorists, emerging from the inside, from cults and other fundamentalist individuals. Similarly, the migration crisis was dual labor, too, one for humanitarian awareness and one against the growing ethnoreligious extremism, in established and radical parties.

Drawing on conclusions from the case studies, it was assessed -at the top level- the Church behaved responsibly. Moreover, in both case studies, the role of religion displays that democracy in Europe is in a constant struggle and players from the civil society, which acts beyond electoral maneuvers and populist premises, can defend its core values, such as human rights and dignity exerting soft power.

That said, the thesis does not recommend a definite positive evaluation of the role of religion. Experience from other historical periods shows that the Church -especially in the West- regulated the lives of the people in absolute terms, abusing power and persecuting reformers. Most of all, Theology, the basis of Christian doctrine, will always be studying the nature of the divine by interpreting the Holy Canons. In one sense, social evolution and minorities within the major faiths will be creating a shifting environment. Nevertheless, the most important conclusion is that today the Church, as a living body, has displayed the ability to conform to democratic principles and serve the needs of modern society.

Last, this research has shown that culture is a bonding rather than a divisive quality, and therefore the assumed clash of civilizations is not inevitable. De Gruchy (2019, 477) argues that “ecumenical Christianity is committed, possibly irrevocably, to the retrieval of democracy as essential to its vision of a just world order.” That being so, paraphrasing Appleby (2000, 283), it could be said that religion can be part of the solution to the problems of contemporary democracy, revitalizing the spirit of the individual as the subject of a “sacred” value that must be defended against political and economic totalitari-
anism.

* Dr. Athanasios Grammenos is Research Fellow at the School of Theology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.
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The paper focuses on the concept of populism in practice in the countries of the Western Balkans, mostly in Serbia, Montenegro, and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the use of state institutions and government-controlled media to propagate populist narratives. The basic research question relates to the nature of this populism, in the context of the theoretical framework of the given term, as well as the future challenges of the region. In order to answer the research questions, scientific methods of description, comparison, and classification were used, along with an extensive collection of available data. Through research and a comparative analysis of the nature of populist policies in the Western Balkans, it can be seen that these policies are basically very similar - they are multi-year populist policies that trace their roots back to the 1990s and the breakup of the former Yugoslavia, and that the most important path for these countries is their integration into the European Union, which, although very slow, is still possible, however, a more serious approach to state policies and more significant support from the European Union is needed for a bigger step forward. Paper concludes that there are also other temporary alternatives to institution building and the fight against populism, like Open Balkans initiative or upgrading the CEFTA agreement (Central European Free Trade Agreement). These would be increasing the living standards in Western Balkans countries.
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Introduction

“After Nikola Pašić, I will be someone who has been in power for the longest time,” said Aleksandar Vučić on April 3, 2022, at a press conference at which he declared his victory in the presidential elections in the Republic of Serbia. This is his second consecutive term as
President after he spent one term as Prime Minister of the Republic of Serbia. A little further west, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Milorad Dodik was elected a member of the presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the ranks of the Serb people. Other countries in the Western Balkans are also characterized by the strengthening of the power and political influence of populist leaders from the 1990s, whose populist rule is increasingly taking the form of autocracy. One of the main reasons for the strengthening of populist movements in Europe, especially in a democratic turmoil such as the Western Balkans, is the creation of a growing gap between democratic ideals, ie democracy in its original form, and the actual events and functioning of democracy and political processes in society. Thus, according to a survey conducted by the Faculty of Political Science at the University of Zagreb in 2012, 49% of respondents said that democracy is the best possible form of organization of the political system, but only 3% expressed satisfaction with the way democracy works in Croatia. Poorer functioning of democracy, together with other causes such as low level of education, financial crisis, and poor infrastructure is fertile ground for strengthening populism, whose basic characteristics are according to Lutovac (2022), appealing to the will of the people, first and foremost, and then challenging or undermining the institutions of representative democracy, as well as antagonistic attitudes towards elites and “dangerous others” who threaten the state and (or) the nation.

The concept of populism

Populism is one of the longest-running features of politics and a political concept (Roberts, 2006) - on the left and on the right - sometimes more, sometimes less, without a clear global synchronization (Brubaker, 2017). The number of populist movements has been growing since 1990, which is why populism has been identified as one of the key political phenomena of the 21st century (Longley, 2022). Charles Postel (2016) calls it a stable current - with its proposals for making a more just and equitable society and under a variety of names — antimonopolist, farmer-labor, populist, democratic socialist, nonpartisan, progressive. From Donald Trump to Brexit, from Hugo Chávez to Podemos, the term has been used to describe leaders, parties, and movements across the globe who disrupt the status quo and speak in the name of “the people” against “the elite” (Moffitt, 2020). It is used so often that it is sometimes unclear what it represents. That is why Serhan states that the term is meaningless, explaining that words like populist and nationalist, once confined to academic circles, have become fixtures in the lexicon. Countless books and articles have been written on the subject. The pope has weighed in on the matter as well, declaring populism an “evil” that “ends badly” (Serhan, 2020).

Therefore, one acceptable definition offered by Moffitt and Tormey (2013) is that populism is a “political style” or a way in which certain politicians behave, striving to achieve performance in the short term. Populism has been present; however, it was difficult to establish a consensus around this notion. In a review of theoretical literature, Deiwiks states that in the more recent literature there is agreement on at least two characteristics that are
central to populism: a strong focus by populist leaders on the “people”, and an implicit or explicit reference to an “anti-group”, often the political elite, against which the “people” is positioned. The usefulness of such a minimal definition is shown by looking at cases of populism in Russia, the United States, Western Europe, and Latin America (Deiwiks, 2009). This is just one of the key features of the growing populism in the Western Balkans, which will be the subject of this paper. The first focus on “people” means enabling, or more precisely restoring, the power of “people”, most clearly stated through the slogan “power to the people” (Roberts, 2015). The second characteristic refers to open hatred and struggle against a certain group - which is identified by populists as the one against the”people”.

There are various causes of populism, but it mainly comes down to the fact that institutions are not able to meet the expectations of citizens. That is why Kenneth M. Roberts (2015) believes that the story of populism should focus on the story of institutions - the political representativeness of political parties, civil society, and social movements. Urbinati (2019) puts forward an interesting thesis that populism in power is a new form of mixed government, in which one part of the population achieves a preeminent power over the other (s), and that it competes with constitutional democracy in conjoining a specific representation of the people and the sovereignty of the people. It attains this meld by instantiating what he calls a direct representation, a kind of democracy that is based on a direct relationship between the leader and the people. Thus, populism depends on the state of institutions, but also on the state of democracy in a society.

**The growth of populism in Europe**

Populist movements in Europe are gaining more and more support from voters every year (Boros et al., 2020). One of the reasons for its rise is the Great World Economic Crisis of 2008, and it is especially important to point out 2016 as a year that is important for the further rise of populist and anti-establishment movements in Europe. Namely, Brexit (The Guardian, 2016) began that year, there was a migrant crisis (USA for UNHCR, 2016), terrorist attacks (USA Today, 2016), the strengthening of right-wing political parties (Kattago, 2019), and all this contributed to the development of populism not only in Europe but also in the world. According to The Foundation for European Progressive Studies (FEPS), more than 80 active populist parties were founded between 2015 and 2019, while according to their end-2018 poll, 30.3% of European voters vote for populists, while in 2017, that number was 26% (Ibid., 2020).

Figure 1 shows the actual strength of populist movements in Europe in 2017 compared to 2000, i.e., it is evident that populist movements in many countries have significantly strengthened compared to the period of 2000.
The future of populist movements also depends on how Russia’s attack on Ukraine, which began in February 2022, will affect the change of political forces in the world, i.e., can this event, as some authors (NY Times, 2022) believe, bring the final victory of liberal forces over populist? However, the situation in practice is currently significantly different. In Hungary and Serbia, a convincing victory was won by populist leaders - Viktor Orbán and Aleksandar Vučić (Starcevic, 2022), while in the elections in France, the candidate of the extreme right, Marine Le Pen, was very close to victory in the elections (France24, 2022).

The report of the Foundation for European Progressive Studies entitled “The State of Populism in Europe in 2020” (Boros et al., 2020) shows us that Europe is increasingly leaning towards right-wing populist political parties (See Figure 2), so the results of research presented in this report show that Europe has support for left-wing populist parties is declining, while support for right-wing populist parties has increased.

The situation in which the world finds itself is currently further conducive to the development of right-wing populist parties. The consequences of the Coronavirus pandemic, global inflation, energy and economic crisis caused by the attack on Ukraine, supply disruptions around the world, the migrant crisis bring us a challenging time that populists could use to further strengthen their position.
Figure 2. Countries with the largest increase in support for populist parties in 2019

Source: Boros et al., 2020

**Populism in the Western Balkans**

Due to its democratic stagnation, political and economic crises, and the exodus of the population, especially the young, the Western Balkans are fertile ground for populist rhetoric. In the following, we will make a brief overview of the state of populism in Serbia, Montenegro, and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

**Populism in Serbia**

When analyzing populism in Serbia and other countries in the Western Balkans, it is important to conclude that the weakness of democracy is one of the main reasons for the emergence of populist policies, and in order to understand the current political situation in Serbia and the inviolable rule of populist Aleksandar Vučić, the paper gives an overview of events that led to such developments.

After the disintegration of Yugoslavia, the main political character in Serbia was Slobodan Milošević. His rule was marked by the strengthening of nationalist rhetoric in which the idea of a Greater Serbia was propagated (MacDonald, 2018). Milošević profiled himself as the unofficial leader of all Serbs,[1] and in that, he had the support of the public, which was strongly influenced by state propaganda and the media he controlled (Fogg, 2006). In a report entitled “Political Propaganda: All Serbs in a State: The Consequences of the Instrumentalization of the Media for Ultra-Nationalist Purposes”, Professor Renaud de la Brosse (2003) cites several reasons why the population of Serbia at the time was easy
prey for nationalists:
• Disoriented population in the context of the general crisis (abandonment of the system of values and ideology of communism, difficult economic, political, and social situation, a lost population whose ideals have disappeared),
• Support for the regime by the main creators of public opinion (such as “Politika”, “Radio-Television of Serbia”, the Orthodox Church),
• State media is the main source of information for 90% of the population (lack of independent media)
• Impossibility of democratic change of government (under the monopoly of state power in all spheres of social, political, and media life, the opposition had no chance to win the election)
• Absence of critical spirit.

The non-existence of any alternative to the reality created by the government and the control of the media kept Slobodan Milošević and his ideology in power. As one of the soldiers of that ideology, at the end of the 1990s, Aleksandar Vučić appeared. He became the Minister of Information of Serbia in the government formed by Milošević’s Socialist Party of Yugoslavia with the Serbian Radical Party of which he was a member. The results were the Public Information Law (Committee to Protect Journalists, 2000), which resulted in heavy fines for the media and the closure of several media outlets. As a prominent member of the Serbian Radical Party, Aleksandar Vučić has already been established as a nationalist and his statement “For every Serb killed, we will kill 100 Muslims”[2] is well known.

One of the key moments in recent Serbian history is October 5, 2000, when the regime of Slobodan Milošević fell and new - pro-European political parties led by Zoran Đinđić, which advocated Serbia’s European integration, came to power. However, the assassination of Zoran Đinđić, the Serbian Prime Minister at the time, led to disappointment among voters in Serbia and the loss of hope that democratic changes could be made in Serbia. According to Kovačević (2020), this evident delay of Serbia in the process of democratization is caused by various factors that are fertile ground for populists and their ideas, which in recent years, especially with the coming to power and strengthening of Aleksandar Vučić’s policy, has become an integral part of political discourse in Serbia. The author uses Taggart’s (2004) model which explains the emergence of populism through clearly defined characteristics that need to be checked, emphasizing that populist movements, parties and individuals are characterized by the following characteristics:
• Hostility towards representative democracy.
• The concept of serving the “fatherland” and the “people”.
• Lack of basic values and principles and chameleon character.
• Spreading the atmosphere of extreme crisis.
• The important role of the charismatic leader.
According to Šalaj (2012), the central idea of populism is that society is divided into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups: honest people and a corrupt elite. Populists emphasize the idea of good and honest people who have been deceived and manipulated by corrupt, incompetent, and interconnected elites. The role of the media in spreading populist ideas is important, especially in digital media in recent times. The lack of responsibility of the media for the presented content and their control by the authorities are an ideal combination for spreading populist ideas. Populists hide behind the majority, behind the people. They propagate the idea that they are on the side of the people in the fight against some others, enemies, and groups working against the people.

Table 1. Frequency of populism in the narratives of presidential candidates in Serbia (2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Janković</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremić</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parović</td>
<td>37.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radulović</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vučić</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obradović</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Šešelj</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popović</td>
<td>44.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamatović</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Čanak</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bešić, 2017.

In Table 1 we can see that all presidential candidates in the 2017 Serbian elections, except Janković, had a significant percentage of populism in their narratives, and convincingly the winning candidate - Aleksandar Vučić had the most.

A characteristic of populism according to Tagart is the spread of the atmosphere of extreme crisis. The media wholeheartedly help in that, and, as Perić and Kajtaz (2013) note, politics and the media are increasingly connected because politics establishes control over the media, primarily by providing them with financial support in various ways. Thus, the research from 2018 established that two Serbian tabloids (Srpski Telegraf and Informer) had the words “war” and “conflict” on the front page as many as 265 times in the period from April 1, 2016, to March 31, 2017 (Janjić and Šovanec, 2018). In this way, the media creates the illusion of a great threat, danger to the people, constant plans of enemies of the state to attack the state, and the people, and then through the same media presents populist ideas about a president who does not allow anyone to attack the people.

Table 2 shows only some of the headlines of Serbian tabloids in the past years, but several conclusions can be drawn from this. First of all, Aleksandar Vučić pays a lot of attention to media control (Istinomer, 2018). By controlling the media, he also controls public opinion. Also, from the headlines of the tabloids in Table 1, we see the classic action of a
populist - he simultaneously creates an atmosphere of imminent danger, and at the same
time presents himself as the only savior, as a fighter for the people, for the truth.

Table 2. Covers Serbian tabloids[3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>TABLOID / NEWSPAPER</th>
<th>YEAR PUBLISHED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only in informer! ISIL attacks Dečani</td>
<td>informer.rs</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wahhabis reached the suburbs of Belgrade</td>
<td>novosti.rs</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hague rapes the Serbs again! Radovan Karadžić was sentenced to 40 years in prison on the 17th anniversary of NATO aggression!</td>
<td>informer.rs</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Albanians are preparing a new “Storm” and a general attack on the Serbs: Vučić gave them a deadline to think three times until september 30!</td>
<td>objektiv.rs</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americans are preparing to bomb Serbia again! Watch out now, as there will be a new war in B&amp;H, and Serbia will stand with Republika Srpska</td>
<td>informer.rs</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As long as Vučić is there, the truth about Jasenovac will be known: The Ustaše wanted to change history, so they attack our president!</td>
<td>objektiv.rs</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who and why attacks Aleksandar Vučić now that he has the highest support of the people?</td>
<td>telegraf.rs</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

One of the characteristics of populist movements is the important role of the charismatic leader. Starting from Nikola Pašić through Josip Broz Tito, Slobodan Milošević, Vojislav Koštunica to Aleksandar Vučić, the cult of personality has always been nurtured on the territory of the Republic of Serbia, regardless of the territorial and political organization of the state. Thus, it is important for Serbia to mention, as Kovačević (2020) notes, that power often goes to individuals, and does not remain in accordance with constitutional powers, which shows the lack of institutionalized government. This is best identified in the example of Slobodan Milošević, Aleksandar Vučić and, in part, Boris Tadić, who, regardless of their position, were central figures in political life in Serbia.

According to the analysis from 2017 (Jahić, 2017), in the period from 01.01.2016 - 31.12.2016, Aleksandar Vučić’s photograph appeared on the front page of the newspaper as many as 681 times, while his name was mentioned more than 150 times. At the same time, the opposition has almost no space in the daily press, except when it is written negatively about them. All this supports the claim that the media are an extremely power-
ful tool in the hands of the authorities in Serbia. Also, Lutovac (2022) cites an example of a text written by Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić in the daily “Politika” entitled “Elite and Plebs” (Vučić, 2017), which is full of examples of populist communication. In the text, Vučić addresses the people, and the people are only those citizens of Serbia who support him. He attacks the elite, calling it a qualifying elite, which means those who criticize him. As Lutovac (2022) points out, Vučić is rhetorically fighting for the poor and disenfranchised at the same time, and in practice, he is the one who generates poverty and disenfranchisement. He publicly promotes the idea of adhering to the European Union, and in practice, he shows his orientation towards the East and Russia.

Another characteristic of populism according to Tagart is its chameleon character. Thus, as Lutovac (2022) notes, the populist discourse in Serbia can, according to the needs of the leader, incorporate advocacy for the free market and competition at a given moment, and affirm the idea of equality and fair redistribution of economic goods in the next. Often in public, Vučić communicates in a conciliatory tone, with a lot of understanding towards everyone, even those he considers enemies, but at the same time, his closest associates go public with views that Vučić himself supports and initiates but does not want to declare about them in person. Finally, populism in Serbia is closely linked to nationalism, nativism, and xenophobia (Ibid., 2022). In this case, the people are equated with the state, and every enemy of the people is also the enemy of the state. We can conclude that today the citizens of Serbia are hostages of the populist policy of Aleksandar Vučić. Today, the entire political, social, and media order in Serbia is in the function of keeping Aleksandar Vučić and his associates in power. By controlling the media, they create public opinion in Serbia and adapt it to their needs. It is not wrong to conclude that there is less democracy in Serbia today than in the time of Slobodan Milošević.

Populism in Montenegro
Montenegro gained independence in 2006. Until then, this country was in the state union with Serbia called Serbia, and Montenegro. First, Montenegro was ruled by the Democratic Party of Socialists of Montenegro or DPS, as the successor to the former Communist Party, whose most prominent representatives Momir Bulatović, Svetozar Marović, and Milo Đukanović were very close to Slobodan Milošević's policy at the time. That's why Montenegro didn’t have ambitions for independence in that period, unlike other republics of the former Yugoslavia. However, after October 5th and the fall of Milošević, the DPS has positioned itself as the leader of Montenegro’s independence movement. All of this resulted in Montenegro's independence in 2006.

Džankić and Keil (2017) analyze populism in Montenegro on the example of its most important party - the Democratic Party of Socialists (DPS), using the aforementioned Taggart framework. They state that, although the DPS per se is not a populist party, in the 25 years of their rule we find numerous elements of populism.
First of all, “othering” political opponents, the emphasis on the heartland, the back of the party’s ideological profile, the reproduction of the crisis, charismatic leadership, and chameleonic nature can be recognized in the DPS. These traits are often intertwined. Thus, during the 1990s, during the wars in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Croatia, the DPS was very close to Slobodan Milošević’s policy, supporting the activities of the Yugoslav People’s Army (Jugoslovenska narodna armija – JNA), and imaginary opponents were all those who were against these ideas. Due to that, the position of national minorities in Montenegro is significantly more difficult. However, as Milošević’s power weakens, so does the ideology of the DPS. According to the authors (Džankić and Keil, 2017), from the 1997–2000 year, the perception was created among the supporters of the DPS and Milo Đukanović that the enemies are those who support Milošević. This is where the chameleon nature of the DPS rule manifests itself, as one of the most significant features of populism according to Taggart. Over time, this turned into an initiative for the independence of Montenegro, so the “enemies” became those who opposed it.

The authors state that the connection between the people and Montenegro as a homeland was at the center of the DPS’s political rhetoric. However, that also changed like a chameleon with political changes, first in Serbia, and then in Montenegro. First, in the 1990s, during its closeness to Slobodan Milošević’s policies, the DPS in Serbia supported the JNA’s (Yugoslav People’s Army) war activities, especially in Croatia, proudly pointing out that Montenegrin soldiers were engaged in what they called “war for peace”. However, with the fall of Milošević, and the strengthening of the idea of Montenegrin independence, the DPS changed its political orientation, emphasizing that Montenegro was a “hostage of Serbian politics”. During that period, the DPS actively worked on the promotion of national affiliation, strengthening the bond between the people and the state and the “heartland” through language, state symbols, and the country’s path to the European Union. As in Serbia, so is the cult of personality in Montenegro. Thus, Milo Đukanović, like Milošević and Vučić in Serbia, has been the central political figure in Serbia for years and power and authority are always tied to the function he performs.

Populism in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Like many other things, populism in Bosnia and Herzegovina is very specific. Populism is closely connected with national affiliation, with constituent peoples and that is why Fejzić (2021) calls it ethnonational populism and states that it appears “as an implication of political reaction of party elites to important issues of a practical policy such as constitutional and political reforms, arrangements with international financial institutions, economic crisis, the disintegration of state into NATO, etc”. It can be said that populism in B&H has several identities: national, religious, territorial and all that, as the author states, makes the state government in Bosnia and Herzegovina inefficient.

“Republika Srpska has embarked on a path of exit from Bosnia and Herzegovina from which there is no return” (ATV BL, 2020) Milorad Dodik said in February 2020, noting that
Republika Srpska has two choices - one of which is to allow itself to quietly disappear and collapse through a deadly package made by the international community and the Bosniak side in Sarajevo.

We will observe populism in Bosnia and Herzegovina on the example of Milorad Dodik, currently a member of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the ranks of the Serbian people. He is the political party Alliance of Independent Social Democrats (SNSD) president. After serving as Prime Minister and President of the Republika Srpska entity of Bosnia and Herzegovina, he currently serves as a member of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the ranks of the Serb people. It is characteristic of him, as well as of Aleksandar Vučić, that regardless of their position, he is the central political figure in the entity of Republika Srpska. His policy is characterized by secessionist threats, strong nationalism, and denial of anything to do with Bosnia and Herzegovina, even though he is a member of the presidency. He is another of a plethora of politicians who began their political careers in the 1990s as members of the Republika Srpska National Assembly, an entity whose entire wartime leadership has been convicted by the International Court of Justice of the most serious war crimes, including genocide[4]. However, at the end of the 1990s, Dodik, as a true populist, recognized the change in the political situation, and softened his political views, which is why even the then President of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Alija Izetbegović, as well as the international community consider him a good political interlocutor (RTV BN, 2022; Associated Press, 2022).

Figure 3. Alija Izetbegović (for Milorad Dodik op.a.): “After seven years, finally a normal Serb”[5]


That is how Milorad Dodik began his political rise in Bosnia and Herzegovina. His policies in the coming years will be marked by a series of contradictions, which corresponds to the chameleon-like character of his populism (Associated Press, 2022).
As a sovereign ruler at all levels of government in the Republika Srpska entity, Milorad Dodik, by controlling the media, also controls public opinion, maintaining a state of constant crisis and danger, constant danger lurking for Republika Srpska, constant plans for some kind of attack. In that, he received wholehearted political and media support from neighboring Serbia, so the media are full of headlines like:

- NEW ATTACK ON THE REPUBLIKA SRPSKA We do not rule out the possibility of reacting (ALO!, 2021)
- GENERAL ATTACK ON THE REPUBLIKA SRPSKA AND THE RIGHTS OF THE SERBIAN PEOPLE (Glas Srpske, 2022)
- ATTACK ON THE TRUTH AND THE REPUBLIKA SRPSKA: Strong reactions to the ban on university professor Miloš Ković from entering BiH (Novosti, 2022)
- WAR SCENARIO FOR ATTACK ON REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA LEAKED: This is how the BiH Army plans to conquer it (Telegraf, 2016)
- DANGEROUS! USTAŠE AND NATO ARE PREPARING OPERATION 'PRIJEDOR'! Croats are hitting Republika Srpska with “Kiowa” and “Hellfire” rockets! (Informer, 2016)
- THERE IS AN INTENTION TO DESTROY REPUBLIKA SRPSKA THROUGH WAR (Vesti, 2016)

In this way, the population is intimidated, the illusion of endangerment is created and an atmosphere in which only a populist leader - in this case, Milorad Dodik - can protect the population. However, the loss of support and the consequent loss of power is what scares populists like Milorad Dodik the most. In order to strengthen his position before the upcoming elections, Milorad Dodik started at least declaratively the action of withdrawing the Republika Srpska from the institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina (WDR, 2021). This was formalized in December 2021, when the Assembly of the Republika Srpska adopted conclusions (Al Jazeera Balkans, 2021) on the transfer of competencies from the institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the institutions of the Republika Srpska. With the mentioned Conclusions, it is planned to establish the Army of the Republika Srpska, the Agency for Medicines of the Republika Srpska, to withdraw from the Indirect Taxation Authority of Bosnia and Herzegovina. This was condemned by both the international community and the opposition in the Republika Srpska, which is aware that such actions introduce the entity to a very unstable period. Although he subsequently held public appearances in which he stressed that the process of transferring competencies from the state of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the Republika Srpska entity was underway, Milorad Dodik still showed that it was a populist move and postponed the implementation of the Republika Srpska Army Law (RTV BN, 2022).

Another populist element we identify in Milorad Dodik’s policy is the issue of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s membership in NATO. Although he does not miss the opportunity to say in public that Republika Srpska and he will never agree to Bosnia and Herzegovina’s membership in NATO[6], his party member Nebojša Radmanović, as a member of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, signed the document Action Plan for BiH’s NATO mem-
bership and later stated that this was then the position of the National Assembly of the Republika Srpska[7]. From all the above, we can conclude the nature of Dodik’s populist policy. Its essence is that Milorad Dodik is telling the media what his voters want to hear, but that he is essentially doing the exact opposite. His plans and threats have so far remained declarative, with no concrete actions to implement, but as his political career draws to a close, it remains to be seen how far populist Dodik can go to stay in power and what his end game will be.

**Present and Future Challenges**

The Western Balkans region has problems with populism. The feature of these populisms is their combination with clientelism and corruption (Sotiropoulos, 2017). Based on the above, the populists in power in the Western Balkans can remain in power, creating a strong resource base that serves them to manage the entire society. In particular, the regime of Aleksandar Vučić in Serbia, Nikola Gruevski in Macedonia, and the politics of Milorad Dodik in Republika Srpska, or Albin Kurti in Kosovo have attracted international attention with scholars classifying their form of leadership culture from illiberal democracy to authoritarianism (Sotiropoulos, 2015).

There are several key challenges in the context of growing populism in the Western Balkans:

- Process of EU integration of the Western Balkans.
- Russian and Chinese special interests.
- The Open Balkans and the economic future.

When it comes to EU integration, the Western Balkans region currently represents a “hole” within the common EU market. Currently, five states are in the status of candidate countries - Albania, the Republic of Northern Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, and Turkey, while Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovo are potential candidates. This creates difficulties in the process of building much-needed institutions that would oppose growing populism, but also safeguarding human rights, which were particularly violated during the Covid-19 pandemic (Jahić, Hasić, and Čavalić, 2021). Currently, the EU integration of the region represents the biggest challenge, but also a chance to fight populism. The good news is that in July 2022, the European Union’s 27 members have agreed to open accession negotiations with Albania and North Macedonia. EU accession negotiations with North Macedonia and Albania have been pending since 2020 because Bulgaria had blocked any progress for European Union accession talks with North Macedonia over linguistic and historical issues which also stalled Albania’s status, as the European Union treats it as part of a package (DW, 2022).

What is further worrying is the growing Russian and Chinese interest (Al Jazeera, 2021). Often, populist regimes, such as those mentioned above, seek to establish cooperation with
Russian and Chinese companies, or banks, with the aim of realizing larger infrastructure projects or simply securing sources of funding. Russian interests are especially related to populism, there are even media agencies like Sputnik that openly spread Russian propaganda, which skews public opinion in the region (DW, 2021).

Ultimately, the rate of economic prosperity will determine the future of populism in the region. Currently, the Western Balkans region is growing slowly, creating fewer job opportunities, and leading to the departure of the workforce. According to Porčnik (2019), openness and regional economic integration in the Western Balkans must stimulate economic activity, investment, trade, create jobs, and increase participation in global value chains, which will increase productivity, improve economic growth, and reduce poverty. One of the possibilities for better use of the region’s economic potential is the “Open Balkans” initiative formerly knowns as Mini Schengen- better integration of the region with the aim of the easier flow of people, goods, and capital. The problem is that this initiative is mostly propagated by populists, such as Mr. Vučić. It is therefore uncertain whether it can be institutionalized and deliver results in the long run.

Conclusion

Populism is a great challenge for all the countries of the Western Balkans. It does not help that populist movements are growing across Europe and the world. What is clear is that the populists benefit the most from current happening and the citizens of the countries where the populist's rule have the least benefit. The paper presented the actions of some of the populist leaders. Some of these leaders have been active for more than 10 years, which shows the continuity of populism. So far, the only certainty that can help reduce populism relates to building strong institutions. However, the question is whether it is possible to do that, understanding that there is a lack of EU support, i.e., EU integration is on a long stick. Populists are taking advantage of the current situation and continue to strengthen while preventing the development of sound institutions - all this leads to a vicious circle of populism in the Western Balkans. The only long-term solution is to speed up the EU integration process and ultimately integrate these countries into the EU. In the meantime, it is also possible to work on trying to build regional institutions through the Open Balkans initiative or upgrading the CEFTA agreement (Central European Free Trade Agreement). The goal is to reduce the influence of populism in Balkan politics and to emphasize those policies that contribute to concrete changes - primarily through increasing the living standards of the citizens of this region.

[1] More about his influence on Serbs during the nineties is available in the United Nations International Criminal for the former Yugoslavia indictment for crimes committed in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, and Kosovo at the following link: https://www.icty.org/en/case/slobodan_milosevic

[2] Statement of Aleksandar Vučić: “For every killed Serb we will kill 100 Muslims”. Available
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDmwnfx3Ab4

[3] Some of the titles are: “An incurable disease is coming to Serbia”; “I am leaving if the people want it” (Vučić op.a.), “Everyone against Vučić”, “Our children are lurking as many as 60 sects”, “WAR” “The West overthrew Vučić”, “Vučić is giving up his mandate because of foreigners”, “Serbia is recorded and monitored by as many as 3,000 drones, etc.

[4] A list of all those convicted by the United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) along with all trial details, including verdicts, is available at: https://www.icty.org/en/cases/judgement-list

[5] Apart from Alija Izetbegović, the then president of Bosnia and Herzegovina, who had a positive opinion of Milorad Dodik, he was also praised by other world officials during that period, so the then U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said after the meeting with Dodik that “it felt like a breath of fresh air had blown through the room. More about the change in Milorad Dodik`s political views over the years is available at: “How Bosnia’s Dodik went from a moderate reformist to genocide-denying secessionist”, www.npr.org/2022/01/08/1071537135/how-bosnias-dodik-went -from-a-moderate-reformist-to-genocide-denying-secessionist

[6] An example from 2017: “Bosnian Serb leader Milorad Dodik said he will seek to block efforts for the country to one day become a member of NATO, insisting on military neutrality, in line with Serbia.” Available at: https://balkaninsight.com/2017/12/15/bosnia-serbs-oppose-nato-accession-bid-12-15-2017

[7] High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina Valentin Inzko stated in 2017 that “regarding the Membership Action Plan, the BiH Presidency has already decided on this issue in 2009. The then Presidency members, including the Serb Presidency member Nebojša Radmanovic from President Dodik’s own party, made this decision. In fact, it was Mr. Radmanović who signed BiH’s formal BiH application letter addressed to the NATO Secretary General in 2009, asking for BiH to be granted the NATO Membership Action Plan.” Available at: http://www.ohr.int/radiosarajevo-ba-interview-with-hr-valentin-inzko/

* Admir Čavalić, PhD student at University of Tuzla, is economic analyst and the founder of Association Multi in B&H.
** Haris Delić, MA in law studies, is a Senior Officer at University of Tuzla and member of Association Multi in B&H.
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Quality of liberal democracy and COVID-19 pandemic restrictions: Did liberal democratic institutions manage to protect civil liberties?

By Constantinos SARAVAKOS* and Giorgos ARCHONTAS**

This paper seeks to explore the relationship between liberal and democratic institutions, and the COVID-19 governments’ policy responses restrictions on the fundamental individual and civil rights. We use a sample of 111 countries during 2020 and we employ eight indicators of the Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker as proxies of the right to assemble, the right to move freely and to work and to attend school/university. Through a Kruskal-Wallis test we examined if there is a significant difference in the degree that the governments’ policy responses restricted those rights, depending on the quality of their liberal and democratic institutions (using Varieties of Democracy dataset). Our results suggest that countries with higher quality of liberal and democratic institutions restricted less the rights of their citizens regarding the school and universities closures, the requirements to stay at home, and the closure of public transportation. Our results also indicate that countries with better quality of liberal and democratic institutions restricted less workplaces, public events, gatherings, internal movement, and international travel; however, the differences recorded in these areas, compared to the ones from the other Liberal Democracy groups, are not statistically significant.

Key words: COVID-19 effects, liberalism, liberal democracy, individual rights restriction, COVID-19 policy responses.

Introduction

After 1989 and the collapse of the communist regimes[1], liberal democracy seemed destined to thrive. This prevalence of liberal democracy is associated with a major decline in global extreme poverty, an increased rate of literacy, less global child mortality, better health, and more freedom (Roser 2020). Nevertheless, the social and political developments of the last decade challenged that era of human progress and economic prosperity
and led many countries to a democratic backsliding (Foa and Mounk 2016, 15-16). The beginning of this retreat goes back to 2007-8, when the economic crisis that first emerged in the US became global and impacted economies all over the world. Besides the negative effects of the economic crisis per se and the subsequent Great Recession between 2008 and 2012, the economic crisis revealed another hidden problem of the European economies, the so-called European Sovereign Debt Crisis. Greece, Cyprus, Italy, Portugal, Ireland, and Spain were unable to refinance their (smaller or bigger) government (or private) debt and therefore they faced a severe fiscal crisis (Lane 2012, 51). The significant decline of standards of living compared to the 2008 levels[2] and the beginning of a period of austerity triggered institutional crises which questioned the status quo, the legitimacy, and the efficiency of liberal democracy in Europe.[3]

The economic and sovereign debt crises were followed by the 2015 European migrant crisis, during which over one million people crossed the borders to Europe, the greater number in a single year since World War II (Barlai et al., 2017). Countries that previously experienced the sovereign debt crises, such as Italy and Greece, had to deal now with an increasing number of incoming refugees and undocumented migrants. In that political and social setting, radical political forces mobilized all over Europe, resulting to a re-emergence of populism and outright extremism. In 2019, more than one out of four voters in Europe voted for an authoritarian populist party in the last domestic election (TIMBRO 2019). Populist political parties managed to enter the parliament or even become governments (Aslanidis and Rovira Kaltwasser 2016). In 2021, there was “an intensifying wave of autocratization around the world…dictatorships are on the rise and harbor 70% of the world population” (Boese et al., 2022, 5-6).

On top of the above challenges, the COVID-19 pandemic which emerged on early 2020, enabled political forces across the spectrum that aim to challenge liberal and democratic institutions, to exercise the power they gained through the consecutive crises to restrict individual liberties beyond the scope of the state of emergency. Some notable examples are the weakening of the democratic institutions in Hungary (Kelemen 2020)[4], the recent ruling of the Constitutional Tribunal in Poland, which banned over 95% of the cases of previously legal abortions (Rutynowska et al., 2020) and the European Parliament’s non-legislative resolution, by which the European Commission called Romania to adhere to judicial independence, as well as transparent and inclusive processes, along with enacting a judicial reform (European Commission 2019).

Given those developments, there is an increasing concern that the continuous use of the emergency powers the governments gained and yielded during the COVID-19 pandemic is leading to a backsliding on the established civil rights and liberties (Vardanyan 2020, 22; United Nations 2020, 20; Arceneauxa et al., 2020). This concern combined with the notion that freedoms (such as the freedom of association and assembly) can mobilize the people against containment policies, reinforce the view that authoritarian regimes cope
better with the pandemic (McMann and Tisch 2021, 2). This perspective poses another threat to the already declining trend of liberal democracy (Boese et al., 2022, 6).

Theoretically, the deepening of liberal and democratic institutions in a country should restrain the politicians’ ability to act discretionally and violate the individuals' civil rights. This is, in brief, the hypothesis we aim to examine in this study, given the documented variation in the response measures that governments implemented to cope with the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. In the next sections, we will examine in brief the literature on the impact that the institutional framework has on the implemented COVID-19 policies and then we will present our research design. In the final sections, we demonstrate and discuss our findings and present a conclusion.

Theoretical background and brief review of the literature

The overall impact of the institutional framework on the implemented policies and policy outcomes has been well documented. For instance, the EU’s body of rights and obligations, the so-called “acquis,” is based on liberal principles, and the alignment of the potential EU members with this legal framework is a prerequisite to entering the Union. The reforms required to become a member of the European Union lead to stronger political rights (Schiizzas et al., 2021), as well as greater economic freedom (Tarabar and Young 2017; Schiizzas et al., 2020). This literature suggests that the more liberal the institutional framework of a country is, the more liberty its citizens enjoy.

Concerning the link between the institutional framework and COVID-19 pandemic policies, Lundgren et al. (2020, 317) found that countries with less strong democratic institutions were more likely to declare a state of emergency during the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, the type of government also plays a pivotal role in the efficiency of the COVID-19 policy measures implemented to cope with the COVID-19 pandemic. According to Bayerlein et al. (2021), populist governments implemented less far-reaching policy responses, resulting to higher excess mortality.

Hale et al. (2022, 17-20), documented a significant variation in the response measures implemented by governments dealing with the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly during 2020. Some governments opted for measures to mitigate outbreak spreads, while others increased the intensity of the applied policy measures, depending on the respective growth in new cases. Also, the stringency of policy responses varied across the entire period, which suggests a time effect as well. There is evidence that some countries implement more intense policy responses at a lower-case load, while others implement stricter policies than the (perceived) risk they face (Hale et al., 2022).

In regard to the outcomes of COVID-19 governments’ policies in certain jurisdictions, Bećirović et al. (2020, 50) indicatively reported that in Bosnia and Herzegovina there have been concerns about the impact on personal finances and job stability; in Canada, the
pandemic government policies seem to have a negative impact for workers more exposed to disease as well as to younger, not married, and less educated workers (Beland et al., 2020, 18). In Poland, the COVID-19 policies brought economic uncertainty at the peak of the lockdown, while the gradual lifting of the restriction measures along with generous economic support by the government improved the business situation (Łaszek 2020, 16). In addition, containment measures have been found to have a severe impact on economic activity, which is estimated to a loss of about 15% in industrial production over a 30-day period following their implementation (Deb et al., 2020). Overall, in terms of economic impact, IMF estimated that global economy contracted by 3.1% in 2020, a decline steeper than the 2008–09 financial crisis (IMF 2020). Regarding the relationship between the efficiency of COVID-19 governments’ policies and the institutional regime, McMann and Tisch (2021, 15) found that where democracy components are stronger, COVID-19 deaths are fewer and vaccination rates are higher.

Although the study of COVID-19 policies impact is still ongoing, an examination of the link between the quality of liberal democratic institutions and the policy measures adopted to restrict certain individual rights has not yet been addressed.

**Conceptualizing individual freedom and COVID-19 policy responses indicators**

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the University of Oxford has been tracking the respective policy responses from governments around the world. The Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT) combines a “series of novel indices that aggregate various measures of government responses” (Hale et al., 2022). The set of indicators that the OxCGRT publishes and we use in our study, are the following:

i. School closing, which records closings of schools and universities.

ii. Workplace closing, which records closings of workplaces.

iii. Cancel public events, which records cancelling public events.

iv. Restrictions on gatherings, which records the cut-off size for bans on gatherings.

v. Close public transport, which records closing of public transport.

vi. Stay at home requirements, which records orders to “shelter-in- place” and otherwise confine to home.

vii. Restrictions on internal movement, which records restrictions on internal movement.

viii. International travel controls, which records restrictions on international travel.

The above indicators incorporate various concepts of individual freedoms and rights associated with liberalism and they are constitutionally guaranteed in liberal democracies. Modern liberal democracy is based on the absence of coercion and the prevalence of persuasion (Audi 1997) and its core democratic principle prescribes that decisions are reached in a polity (Boese et al., 2022, 55). The state can use coercion only when justified in a persuasive rationale basis. On the contrary, the same set of freedoms and rights is not
guaranteed in regimes such as illiberal democracies or autocracies that lack strong liberal commitments. In those regimes, governments have a wider discretion to curtail or outright individual rights, especially during emergencies, since they are not constrained by the checks and balances that characterize liberal democracies (McMann and Tisch 2021).

The indicators published by the OxCGRT, incorporate both the concepts of positive and negative liberty, such as the right to education (school closing) and the right to engage in work (workplaces closing), which jointly characterize democracy besides its basic electoral aspect (Dahl 1989; Bobbio 1989; Saward 1998; Becher and Brouard 2020). Nevertheless, the most emblematic liberal concept the above indicators measure is arguably the freedom to move, the extent the citizens of a state “are able to move freely, in daytime and nighttime, in public thoroughfares, across regions within a country, and to establish permanent residency where they wish” (Coppedge et al., 2022, 186). These restrictions to the free movement were a crucial part of the COVID-19 measures taken by most governments, and they also affected other rights, such as the right to work, or to attend school or university. Governments around the world had to react to the pandemic and weigh the consequences of lockdowns and restrictions against the protection of individual rights. However, the necessity of each measure and public policy is difficult to be determined.

We consider that Cancel public events and Restrictions on gatherings indicators are conceptually associated with the right to assemble; Stay at home requirements, Restrictions on internal movement, and International travel controls are conceptually associated with the right to move freely; Workplace closing, School closing, and Close public transport are conceptually associated with positive rights, as means for an individual to achieve his/her own purposes.

Therefore, our main research question in this study is to examine if there is a difference in the degree that the various governments’ policy responses restricted their citizens’ civil and individual liberties (as proxied by the above indicators), depending on the quality of their liberal democratic institutions (categorized by V-Dem Liberal Democracy scores).

**Data and Methods**

To answer that, we use a sample of 111 countries during 2020. We controlled our sample of countries to account for those that did not have a standard health system capable to offer minimum health security during the spread of COVID-19. We only included countries characterized as most or more prepared for epidemics and pandemics, according to the Global Health Security Index (Nuclear Threat Initiative, Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security, and the Economist Intelligence Unit, 2019). We believe that the association between the quality of liberal and democratic institutions and the strictness of COVID policy measures implemented is best examined among those countries that actually had the option to choose among different policy options in line with a sufficient health system.
We employ as dependent variables the eight indicators presented above, published by The Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (Hale et al., 2021). The indicators overall measure the restriction that COVID-19 policy responses imposed to certain policy areas (social and individual life concepts). All the indicators are given in an ordinal scale of measurement. In terms of their coding method, each indicator is measured as follows:

- **School closing:**
  - 0 - No measures.
  - 1 - Recommend closing, or all schools open with alterations resulting in significant differences compared to usual, non-COVID-19 operations.
  - 2 - Require closing (only some levels or categories, e.g., just high school, or just public schools).
  - 3 - Require closing all levels No data – blank.

- **Workplace closing:**
  - 0 - No measures.
  - 1 - recommend closing (or work from home).
  - 2 - require closing (or work from home) for some sectors or categories of worker.
  - 3 - require closing (or work from home) all-but-essential workplaces (e.g., grocery stores, doctors).

- **Cancel public events:**
  - 0 - No measures.
  - 1 - Recommend cancelling 2 - Require cancelling.

- **Restrictions on gatherings:**
  - 0 - No restrictions
  - 1 - Restrictions on very large gatherings (the limit is above 1000 people).
  - 2 - Restrictions on gatherings between 101-1000 people.
  - 3 - Restrictions on gatherings between 11-100 people.
  - 4 - Restrictions on gatherings of 10 people or less.

- **Close public transport:**
  - 0 - No measures.
  - 1 - Recommend closing (or significantly reduce volume/route/means of transport available).
  - 2 - Require closing (or prohibit most citizens from using it).

- **Stay at home requirements:**
  - 0 - No measures.
  - 1 - recommend not leaving house 2 - require not leaving house with exceptions for daily exercise, grocery shopping, and ‘essential’ trips.
  - 3 - Require not leaving house with minimal exceptions (e.g., allowed to leave only
once a week, or only one person can leave at a time, etc.).

• Restrictions on internal movement:
  - 0 - No measures.
  - 1 - Recommend not to travel between regions/cities.

• International travel controls:
  - 0 - No measures.
  - 1 - Screening.
  - 2 - Quarantine arrivals from high-risk regions.
  - 3 - Ban on arrivals from some regions.
  - 4 - Ban on all regions or total border closure.

Since the OxCGRT ascribes a score for each country, on daily basis, we use the sum of each day scores for the entire 2020, as the measure of our dependent variables; the higher the sum, the greater the restriction the citizens of a given country experienced in 2020 in the area of the respective indicator.

As an independent variable, we use the Liberal Democracy Index published by Varieties of Democracy project (Coppedge et al., 2021). From the score of each country in the Liberal Democracy Index we create four main groups of democracy top-to-bottom quartiles (25%). The Top 25% includes countries scoring from 0.736 to 0.878 out of 1 (N=28), therefore countries assessed to have the best quality of liberal democratic institutions. The Second 25% includes countries scoring from 0.471 to 0.735 out of 1 (N=27). The Lower 25% includes countries scoring from 0.25 to 0.466 out of 1 (N=28). The Lowest 25% includes countries scoring from 0.039 to 0.24 out of 1 (N=28), therefore countries assessed to have the worst quality of liberal democratic institutions (see Table 1).
Table 1. Tests of Normality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liberal Democracy Quartile</th>
<th>Kolmogorov-Smirnov</th>
<th>Shapiro-Wilk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancel public events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,215</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,162</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,253</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,269</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School closures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,11</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,174</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,125</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,187</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay home requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,117</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,126</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,115</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,102</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace closures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,145</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,076</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,16</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,176</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction gatherings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,204</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,106</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,129</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,146</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close public transport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,168</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,106</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,135</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,107</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions internal movements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,156</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,095</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,091</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,161</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International travel controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,167</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,138</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,152</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,124</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Democracy Score 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>0,079</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>0,146</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>0,098</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>0,157</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This is a lower bound of the true significance (a Lilliefors Significance Correction).
To identify any relationships between our dependent and explanatory variables, we employed the Kruskal-Wallis H test as a nonparametric alternative to a one-way analysis of variance, since our data do not follow the normal distribution (see Table 1), a condition required for the ANOVA test. We also formulate the two following research hypotheses:

**Ho:** There is no significant difference in the degree that the governments' policy responses restricted the civil and individual liberties of their citizens, between countries with low and good quality of their liberal democratic institutions.

**H1:** There is significant difference in the degree that the governments' policy responses restricted the civil and individual liberties of their citizens, between countries with low and good quality of their liberal democratic institutions.

Given that liberal democracies have more checks and balances in the executive branch and accountability mechanisms for the electorate, and that individual rights are guaranteed constitutionally and upheld judicially, we expected countries in the top categories (scoring very high in Liberal Democracy Index) to have implemented fewer restrictions in civil and individual liberties of their citizens (lower mean rank).

It should be noted that this kind of analysis is designed to show empirical evidence on the resilience (or not) of liberal democracy in emergencies and the degree that basic concepts of fundamental individual and civil rights are protected. In the analysis, we do not assess if the implemented policies were effective or not in mitigating the COVID-19 pandemic implications; rather, we focus on the question of whether fundamental rights are more difficult to be restricted in liberal democracies compared to other political regimes.

**Findings**

Table 2 shows the mean rank of each indicator grouped by the respective Liberal Democracy Quartiles. The Kruskal-Wallis test yielded a significant negative association in School closures (p<0.000), Stay home requirements (p=0.034), and Close public transport (p=0.002). On the other hand, there was no statistically significant difference in the rest five indicators, while we observe that Restrictions internal movements is the only one which is marginally rejected at 5% significance level (p=0.072). However, the mean rank of all the dependent variables suggests that countries with better quality of liberal democracy scored lower (mean rank) on the OxCGRT indicators.
Table 2. Mean ranks of each OxCGRT indicator grouped by the Liberal Democracy Quartiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liberal Democracy Quartile</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cancel public events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>52.84</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>54.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>53.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>63.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School closures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33.57</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>64.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>64.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay home requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41.43</td>
<td>0.034*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>56.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>65.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>61.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace closures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>57.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>54.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>54.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction gatherings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>58.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>56.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>51.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>58.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close public transport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>36.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>67.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions internal movements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>55.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>68.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International travel controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>54.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second 25%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>64.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>53.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest 25%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>52.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at 5% level; ** Significant at 1% level.
Table 3 demonstrates the results of the post hoc test for the indicators where there was a significant difference between Liberal Democracy groups. Among the three indicators for which the Kruskal-Wallis test yielded significant results, the Top 25% group in School Closures had a statistically significant lower mean rank than the Second 25% (p=0.001), Lower 25% (p=0.000), and Lowest 25% (p=0.000). The Top 25% group in Stay home requirements, had a statistically significant lower mean rank than the Lower 25% (p=0.036). The Top 25% group in Close public transport had a statistically significant lower mean rank than the Second 25% (p=0.006), Lower 25% (p=0.004), and Lowest 25% (p=0.000).

### Table 3. Statistically Significant differences between Liberal Democracy groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Liberal Democracy Quartile Groups</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School closures</td>
<td>Top 25%-Second 25%</td>
<td>-28,9</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top 25%-Lowest 25%</td>
<td>-30,5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top 25%-Lower 25%</td>
<td>-30,51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay home requirements</td>
<td>Top 25%-Lower 25%</td>
<td>-23,6</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close public transport</td>
<td>Top 25%-Second 25%</td>
<td>-23,87</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top 25%-Lower 25%</td>
<td>-24,42</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top 25%-Lowest 25%</td>
<td>-31,33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test confirm the alternative hypothesis (H1) that there is indeed a significant difference in the degree that the governments’ policy responses restricted the civil and individual liberties of their citizens (as proxied by the eight OxCGRT indicators), between countries with low and good quality of liberal democratic institutions. Our results suggest that countries with a higher quality of liberal and democratic institutions restricted less the rights of their citizens regarding school and university closures, the requirements to stay at home, and the closure of public transportation. Our results also indicate that countries with better quality of liberal and democratic institutions restricted fewer workplaces, public events, gatherings, internal movement, and international travel controls; however, the differences recorded in these areas, compared to the ones from the other Liberal Democracy groups, are not statistically significant.

The findings of this research suggest that, during the first spread of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, countries with high quality of liberal and democratic institutions managed to better protect certain positive rights of their citizens, such as access to public transportation and the right to attend school or university. In addition, the results showed that countries with high-quality liberal and democratic institutions implemented fewer restrictions on the right to move freely, as assessed by the stay-at-home requirements imposed. It is also
noteworthy that although the rest indicators, associated with the right to assemble and the right to move freely, yielded statistical not significant results, they all showed that countries with high-quality of liberal and democratic institutions restricted fewer gatherings and movements.

It should be noted that the current methodological approach has several limitations and that our results should be interpreted with caution. First of all, the conceptualization of the OxCGRT indicators as individual rights proxies works to the extent that they interpret a broader concept of individual rights. Although the eight OxCGRT indicators are not fully aligned with a strict concept of liberty, they are designed to capture the strictness of governments’ policy responses, which in turn measures the restriction of citizens’ granted rights. Second, the study only examines the relationship between liberal and democratic institutions and the COVID-19 pandemic policy responses during 2020. However, there was a major time heterogeneity in terms of when the first case appeared in each country and therefore the consequent call to action by the governments. There may be countries that could have a lower restriction sum in the indicators in question, due to the fact that the spread of the pandemic reached them later in 2020 (i.e. April instead of March). Finally, it is acknowledged that several different cofounders have impacted the relationship between liberal and democratic institutions and the COVID-19 pandemic policy responses (such as the type of government discussed earlier); the determinants of the effect of COVID-19 pandemic policy measures on individual and civil rights should be attributed not only to institutional factors, but to other economic and social factors as well, documented in the respective literature.[9]

Conclusion

This study examined the relationship between liberal and democratic institutions and the COVID-19 pandemic policy responses restrictions on the fundamental individual and civil rights. The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test suggest that there is a significant difference in the degree that the governments’ policy responses restricted the civil and individual liberties of their citizens (as proxied by the eight OxCGRT indicators), depending on the quality of their liberal democratic institutions. More specifically, countries with better liberal and democratic institutions tend to restrict less the rights of their citizens regarding the school and universities closures, the requirements to stay at home and the closure of public transportation. Although the rest indicators associated with free movement and with the right to assemble were not statistically significant, they also point to the same direction of less restriction by the better liberal and democratic regimes.

Despite certain limitations of the study, such as conceptualization, the time frame and cofounders of the analysis, even an initial study of the relationship between liberal and democratic institutions and the COVID-19 pandemic policies could be of significant interest and relevance; given the threats Liberal Democracy is facing the last ten years. Future re-
search could focus on covering a greater sample of countries with a greater time span and looking for other main explanatory factors and cofounders of the relationship between the quality of liberal democracy and COVID-19 pandemic policy responses.

[1] Countries such as Estonia, Croatia, Albania, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Latvia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Armenia, Uzbekistan, Lithuania, Slovenia, North Macedonia, Georgia, Turkmenistan, Czech Republic, Kazakhstan, Poland, Russia, Ukraine, Slovakia, Tajikistan and Romania.

[2] About 1/3 of the Greek GDP was lost, and unemployment, in particular among the young, increased to unprecedented rates (Aslanidis and Kaltwasser 2016). Greece’s youth unemployment rate reached 58.2% in 2013.

[3] For example, see the Indignados/Aganaktismenoi movements in Greece and Spain and their social demands in Aslanidis and Marantzidis, 2016. The authors argue that, in Greece, it was the Indignados/Aganaktismenoi movement, which led to the dealignment and the delegitimation of the Two-Party System, resulting to the electoral fluidity of 2012 (see also, Teperoglou and Tsatsanis 2014).


[6] The OxCGRT Dataset has been used again in the literature as an interpretation of the right to move and to gather, see Heo et al. 2021, 3.
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